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Abstract

This study presents an assessment of global freshwater resources, water supply and

demand and safe drinking water issues \\;th a focus on Canada in general and

Newfoundland and Labrador in particular. Therefore. providing adequate freshwater to

meet basic human needs must be done within the sustainable development policy. with

proper planning and integrated approach considering environmental, ecological. socio

economic. and political factors. II examines innovative waler treatment technologies like.

filtration process. ozonalion and uhra violct (UV) radiation for ...."ater bottling

development. A water quality analysis for nutrient minerals for major global bottled

water brands are discussed in the light of World Ilealth Organization (WHO)

requirements.

The study also evaluates an inlegraloo water holding system and environmental impact

on the Gisbome Lake watershed area in Newfoundland and Labrador. This study also

presents three scenarios of the transportation systems for bottled water export (i) by

shuttle service to the United States (ii) by Suez vessels to the United States and (iii) by a

modified Very Large Crude oil Carrier (VLCC) 'essel to the Gulf countries specially to

port facilities in Saudi Arabia. on their way back, from the proposed Newfoundland and

Labrador Refining Corporation (NLRC) at Southern Head, Arnold's Cove region in the

PlaceRlia Bay, Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada.

The study presents the feasibility for bottled water industry, environmental cost and

explores the viability of the export of bottled water from Newfoundland and Labrador. to

global markets. There seems to be considerable potential for bottled water export for

Canada particularly for the economic development of Newfoundland and Labrador. The

transportation cost for bottled water to the United States and the pon facilities in the Gulf

countries are about 2.0 to 7.0 cents per liter from Newfoundland and Labrador. "'hich are

not as high as is usually speculated and seems quite feasible. if planned properly.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Global freshwater resources are under stress, water quality is deteriorating and water

resources are depleting due to climate change, population growth and poor water

management practices. It j<: estimated that 3% freshwater resource~ are available hUI

only 1% of the total world's waler are available for human consumption (Gleick,

2001).

[n many developing countries, inefficient watcr management practices are considered

to be the major contributing factor in Ihc deterioration of water quality and disparity

in water supply and demand (Rahman and Husain, 2001). [t is estimated that 166

million people in 18 countries are facing water scarcity and almost II additional

countries with 270 million people are in the group of water stressed countries. The

Middle East and North Africa (MENA) regions are facing most serious water

availability problem. The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

concludes that "two of every three people will live in water stressed regions by 2025"

(Christen, 2000). According to the United Nations Educational Scientific



Organization (UNESCO) "around 2.7 billion people are likely to face water shol18ges

by 2025 if effective measures are not taken to conserve water resources!' The

International Council for Scientirte Committee ranks the water shortages as the most

pressing environmental issue of the 21- century (Christen, 2000).

Falkenmark (1989) categorizes countries on the basis of the availability of renewable

freshwater resources on per capita basis and classifies them as:

Limited water problem countries - Countries having more than 10,000 ml

per capita per year renewable water resources.

General water problem countries - Countries having water availability

bern'een 1,670 to 10,000 ml per person per year renewable water resources.

Water Stressed Countries - Countries having water availability betw~ 1000

to 1,670 mJ per person per )e8r renewable water resources.

Chronic Water Scarcity Countries - Countries having water availability

between 500 and 1,000 ml per person per year renewable water resources.

Beyond "water barrier" countries - Countries having less than 500 ml per

person per year renewable water resources.

Water scarcity in some countries have increased by several folds in the last two three

decades. According to the estimate. more than J billion people do not have access to

safe drinking water. TIle current level of water consumption and the effects of



ecosystems degradation may further deplete water resources for the future generations

(Cosgrove and Rijsbennan, 2000).

International Year of Freshwater in 2003 focused on the safe drinking water

availability and sustainable water resources management. For the governments, safe

drinking water has become one of the priority areas.

Public water supply systems, in developing countries, are often inadequate to provide

safe drinking water, and as a result there is a big gap in water supply and demand.

Due to lack of availability of safe drinking water for a large population, commercial

alternatives for drinking water are emerging. The emergence of bottled water industry

is one of the most significant development in addressing the safe drinking water

demand and supply imbalance. There are two important factors influencing the

development of bottled water industry:

Limited availability of safe drinking water, and

Growing awareness among people to safeguard their health using

bottled water.

Bottled water industry targets both of these factors and as a result there is a growing

belief among people that bottled water is a safe alternative supply for drinking

purposes. Since the demand for bottled water has increased significantly in the last

decade, the bottled water industries are mushrooming throughout the world. At

present, bottled water market for ten (10) selected countries have increased from 78.7



billion liters in 2000 to 121.9 billion liters in 2005. In the United States sales of

bottled water have increased from 19.6 billion liters in 2001 to 31.25 billion liters in

2006. Asia is one of the fastest growing bottled water market, with 14% compound

annual growth observed during the year 2006. In Canada, production and market of

bottled water have reached 2,076 million liters in 2005. Canadian bottled water export

was 222 million liters and import was 52.8 million liters (Beverage Marketing

Corporation, 2006).

The province of Newfoundland and Labrador has large quantities of freshwater

resources, which can be used for developing bottled water industries for both local

consumption as well as exports. The development of bottled water industry in

Newfoundland and Labrador will not only provide a better source for safe drinking

water for the local population but also contribute to the economic development. A

technical and economic feasibility analysis for the bottled water industry in the

province is fundamental to the development of industries and offering bouled water

export potential.

1.2 Objectives

The main objectives of this research are as follows:

To describe global water supply and demand situation and discuss safe drinking

water supply and demand scenario in the world.

To assess and analyze possible alternatives to address safe drinking water supply

and demand.



To discuss state.-of·the·art water treatment and water bottling technologies for

bottled water production.

To statically analyze quality of bottled water and examine its use as drinking

alternative.

To assess the economic and environmental feasibility of bottled water industry in

Newfoundland and Labrador.

To assess the economic feasibility of the bottled water export.

1.3 Organization of Thesis

This study consists of nine chapters:

Chapter I is the introduction of the thesis describing the background,

objectives, and organization of the thesis.

Chapter II contains the review of global water supply and demand situation,

focuses on the Canadian water supply and demand, water supply and demand

in Newfoundland and Labrador, water quality and safe drinking water.

Chapter III focuses on the literature review on the water treatment and water

bottling technologies.

Chapter IV includes discussion on the bottled water industry including an

overview of the world bottled water demand and Canadian bottled water

industry, regulatory framework. bottled water market, and potential for bottled

water export.



Chapter V presents bottled water quality analysis based on the literature

research from various international bottled water brands.

Chapter VI examines the prospect of bottled water production, analysis of

potential water supply sources, water treatment systems for bottled water

production in Newfoundland and Labrador.

Chapter VII discusses the transportation system for bottled water export

including transportation cost to the United States and Saudi Arabia.

Chapter VIII presents cost and benefit analysis for the bottled water industry

in Newfoundland and Labrador.

Chapter IX provides conclusions and recommendations on the safe drinking

water issues, and potential for bottled water industry in Newfoundland and

Labrador.



Chapter II

WATER SUPPLY AND DEMAND

2.1 Introduction

Global. nalional and regional perspective for the variety of reasons indicated earlier,

Ihe global freshwater resources are depleting at an alanning rate. Nearly 166 million

people in 18 countries are confronted with severe waler scarcity, In addition to II

countries with 270 million inhabilants "00 are also belic\ed to be in the watcr

stressed group. According 10 United 81ions population projections, the watcr scarcity

will continue to increase in future due to climate change and increase in populalK>n

groWlh in Ihe \\orld (Gleick, 2001).

This chapter discusses (i) an overview of globaL Canadian, Newfoundland and

Labrador and Middle East and African freshwater resources, (ii) the global, Canadian,

Newfoundland and Labrador freshwater supply and demand. (iii) the freshwater

consumption and withdrawal. (iv) issues related to the water quality, causes of water

comamination. and diseases caused by water contamination. and (v) the emergence of

bouled water industry as one of the fastest growing industries in the ¥-orld.



2.2 Freshwater Resources in the World

As indicated earlier, the global freshwater resources are under stress globally due to

climatic changes, imbalance in hydrologic cycles, and population growth. The

scarcity of freshwater is also becoming a major cause of conflicts in many countries

that share the natural water resources. According to the United Nations Population

Projection estimates, the water scarcity will increase more than five times of its

present level in the next 50 years. Given the extent of current water scarcity, as well

as future demand projections, evolving a feasible solution to meet freshwater demand

- a basic human need, is extremely challenging. In many developing countries,

inefficient water management practices are contributing to the deterioration of water

quality and also growing water demand and supply gaps (Rahman and Husain. 2000).

Freshwater stocks are estimated about 35 million km3 or 2.5% of the global water

reservoir. A large part of freshwater (24 million km l or 68.7%) is in the ice form and

permanent snow cover in the Antarctic and Arctic regions. The main sources of

freshwater for human consumption are lakes and rivers that contain about 90,000 km3

of water. or just 0.26% of total global freshwater reserves, as detailed in Table 2.1

(ShiklomanoY and Gleick, 1993). Artificial lakes and reservoirs are significant in

terms of water resources and in the river flow control systems.



Table 2.1: Global Water Resources

0.013

0.022 0.86

2.53 100.0

0.007 0.26
0.006

68.7

61.7
6.68
0.24
0.12

30.1
0.05

Fmhwlter
Resen'u
(Io'm')

1.74

0.0008 0.03
0.0002 0.006
0.0001 0.003
0.001 0.04

100.0

PeJ"(~(I&e

or
TotllWlter

.'"
96.'

Dblribution Volame

W.terReserva
Arel (IOJ m1

(InJJi.m1)

World Ocean 361.300 1.338.000
Ground water 134.800

Freshwater 23.400
Soil Moisture 10,530

Glacier & 16,227 24.064
Snow CoveT

Antarctic 13,980 21,600
Greenland 1.802 2,340
Arctic Island 226 83.5
Mountainous 224 40.6
Re2ions

Ground icel 21,000 300.0
Pennafrost
WaleTReserves 2058.7 176.4
in Lakes

',",h 1236.4 91.0

~
822.3 85.4

2682.6 11.47
148800 2.12
510,000 1.12
510,000 12.9

Tota!Water 510,000 1.)85,9&4.0
.<=V~

Total Fresh.....ateT 148.800 35,029.0
.~

Source. Shlklomanov, 1993

The freshwater lake areas of the world are about 1.5 million km2
• The basic data on

the 28 largest freshwater lakes of the world, with an area of more than 5,000 km
2 are

presented in the Table 2.2.

The great lakes in the North America fonn one of the largest lake systems in the

world. The largest lake in volume, Lake Baikal in former Soviet Union has

approximately 25% of global freshwater resources (Shiklomanov, 1993). United



States., the fenner Soviet Union and Canada have the largest number of reservoirs and

approximately half of the world's reservoir volume (Shiklomanov, 1998).

Table 2.2: Selected World Freshwater Lakes

",k, AR. vo~:~~ Ikplh
Continent

km' m

Suoerior 82680 11600 406 North America
Victoria 69.000 2700 92 Africa
Huron 59800 3580 299 North America
Michkan 58100 4680 281 North America
Tamzanyika 32900 18900 1435 Africa
Nyssa 30900 7725 706 Africa
Great Bear 30200 1010 137 Nonh America
Great Slave 27200 1070 156 Nonh America
Erie 25700 545 64 North America
WinniPC2 24600 127 19 North America
Ontario 19000 1710 236 North America
Ladot!. 17700 908 230 Euroo<
Chad 16600 44.4 12 Africa
Tonie Sao 10000 40 12 Asia
Nicaralwa 8430 108 70 North America
Titicaca 8110 710 230 South America
Athabasca 7990 110 60 Nonh America
Vanem 5550 180 100 Eurooe
laisan 5510 53 8.5 Asia
Winnioel.!.osis 5470 16 12 North America
Albert 5100 64 57 Africa
Mweru 5100 32 15 Africa

Source. Shlklomanov, 1993

Many countries have long range plans for developing water reservoirs, the volume is

expected to reach 7000·7500 kml by the end of last century as shown in the Table 2.3.

The water capacity of rivers and stream network depends on the climatic factors,

geologic structures and severity oftemin.
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Table 2.3: Selected Wortd Reservoirs (km1

Countries 1971-1980 1981-1990 1991~1996 Total
North America 339.0 176.9 34.7 1692.1

Central & South America 251.5 349.1 236.1 971.S
Euro 103.6 49.3 2.7 645.0

Asia 484.1 321.S 221.6 1980.4
Africa 173.7 56.6 9.8 1000.7

AustraliaINew Zealand 42.4 5.9 0.3 94.8
Totals 1394.3 959.9 505.2 6384.5

AVenl2e Annual Addition 139.4 95.9 84.2
Source. Shlklomanov. 1993

River water systems. has a significant contribution to the global water resources.

Water storage in lakes is fully renewed in seventeen (17) years, however, in rivers it

takes only sixteen (16) days (Shiklomanov, 1998). In the assessment of freshwater

resources generally two criteria are used - static freshwater and renewable freshwater

Renewed volume is generally measured as volume per unit of time per year (mis,

kmlyr), which consists of regional runoff, and the inflow of ground water into the

river network. The Amazon is the world's largest river with more than 15% ofannual

global runoff Table 2.4 presents world's largest rivers average runoff volume with

more than 200 km), which fonns approximately 40% of global runoff (Shiklomanov,

1993).
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Table 2.4: Selected World's Largest Rinn

River Average AreaorBasin Length Continent
Runoff kmJ Irfkml km

Amazon 6930 6915 6280 South America
Conl;!.o 1460 3820 4370 Africa

Gan es & Brahmaoutra 1400 1730 3000 Asia
Yanlai'ian2 995 1800 5520 Asia

Orinoco 914 1000 2740 South America
Pa.... 725 2970 4700 South America
Yenisei 610 2580 3490 Asia

Mississippi 580 3220 5985 North America
Lena 532 2490 4400 Asia

MekonR 510 810 4500 Asia
Irrawaddy 486 410 2300 Asia

St. Lawrence 439 1290 3060 North America
Chuts an 363 437 2130 Asia

Amur 355 1855 2820 Asia
Mackenzie 350 1800 4240 North America

Ni er 320 2090 4160 Africa
Columbia 267 669 1950 North America
MaRdalena 260 260 1530 South America

Vol a 254 1360 3350 E
Indus 220 960 3180 Asia

Danube 214 817 2860 Eu
Yukon 207 852 3000 North America
Nile 202 2870 6670 Africa

Source, Shlklomanov, 199]

World Resources Institute (WRI) 1996 as well as the Population Action International

(PAl) Study (1993) ha...e provided the quantities of renewable water resources for

most of the counlries. These projeclions indicale per capita "<Iter availability based on

demographic forecascs between the years 1990 and 2025.

2.2.1 Freshwater Resources in Canada

The: Canadian economic development and cransportation is greatly influenced by the

Canadian waters particularly rivers and lakes. Canada has approximately 20";' of the
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world's freshwater resources. Canadian rivers annually discharge approximately 9 %

of the wOI'"ld's renewable water. Canadian lakes cover approximately 7.6 % of the

Canadian landmass, and approximately 2% of perennial snow (Environment Canada,

2000).

As presented in Table 2.5. the Mackenz.ie River is more than 4000 km long and is the

largest river ofCanada. The annual discharge of Mackenz.ie River is 312 billion cubic

meters of water into the Arctic Ocean (WRA,1992). Great Bear Lake on the

Northwest Territories is the world's ninth largest lake in tenns ofarea.

Table 2.5: Ril'ers in Canada

Name of the Ril'er's Lenglh (kilomcten)
a~nrol.

Mackenz.ie 4200 4300
St. Lawrence 3000 3001

Nelson 2600
Churchill 1600

Peace 1500
Fraser 1400

North Saskatchewan 1300
Ottawa 1250

Athabasca 1200
Yukon 1150
Liard 1100

Assiniboine 1050
Severn 1000
Alban 1000

Source. EnvIronment Canada, 2000

The SI. Lawrence - Great Lakes drainage basin is the largest in Southern Canada.

St. Lawrence river annually discharges 319 billion cubic meters of water

(WRA,I992). There are 41 rivers in Canada having lengths from 673 km to 4241 km,
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and 22 lakes encompassing areas ranging from 2247 sq. km to 821000 sq. km. Some

of the major lakes in Canada are listed in the Table 2.6.

Table 2.6: Lakes in Canada

10.0
8.0
7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.8
3.2

Lake Area in km xlOOO
A roximatel

40.0
31.5
30.0
28.5
24.5
13.0

Name or Lakes

Melville, Newfoundland 3.0
Source: Environment Canada, 2000

The Northwest Territories and Nunavut cover about 34% of landmass and

approximately 18 % of its area is covered with takes. The average annual runoff

produced within these two territories is 18 % of the total runoff in Canada (Eaton,

1994).

2.2.2 Freshwater Resources in Newfoundland and Labrador

The province of Newfoundland - Labrador Province with about haIfa million people,

is the most easterly part of Canada. It covers an area of 405.720 square kilometers.
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The area of the Newfoundland Island is 111,390 square kilometers (271'10 of the

province) and Labrador is 294,330 square kilometers (73% of the province). The

distance from the southern limit to the northern tip of the province is nearly 1.500

kilometers. The province's island part. ewfoundland, is situated in the Gu1fofSt.

Lawrence while Labrador is situated on tm: northeastern pan ofCanada The province

has vast natural resources including lakes and ponds (WRA. 1992).

The surface water is the main source of drinking water in the province.

Approximately 71% of the population use surface water for domestic and municipal

uses, and remaining 29% uses groundwater. Smallwood Reservoir, 3640 square

kilometers on the Churchill River in Labrador, is the largest water body in the

province. In Newfoundland the largest water body is Grand Lake with a surface area

of354 square kilomeu:rs. The sizes of water bodies in the province are shown in the

Figure 2.1 (Environment Canada. 2000; WRA. 1992).
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NumberorWllerilodies
r." .... 2.1.lmtri....1iooI ".al.... bIMIiQ .. Nnoro...dlaN aN Lab.......

Source: WRI, 1992

Exploits River is estimated to have an annual run-ofT of about 8.5 billion cubic

meters.

2.3 Freshwater Supply and Demand in the World

The consumption of water in the world is detennined by three main factors:

Population

Economic Development

Climatic and Geophysical Factors

A glance at the world's population indicates that it is growing at an alanning rate and

has already exceeded 6,300 million. According to the forecasts it is expected to

exceed 9,000 million by the tum of the century (PAl, 2(03). It is predicted lhat the

per capita water supply in the \\orld will decline significantly due to population

growth (Shiklomanov. 1993).
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As noted in the Table 2.7. with 20"10 run-offvotumes Brazil occupies the first place in

the world in tenns of water resources. followed closely by the fonner Soviet Union

has second place with runoff volume approximately IO.6Y.. China (5.7%), Canada

(5.6 %), the United States (4.4%). and India (3.8 %XShiklomanov,I993).

Table 2.7: Water Availability in Selected Countries (19805)

Country Area (IOJ km J
) Pop;:~~on TO~~~R~;Off PerteDtageo(

Global RUDoff
Brazil 8512 129.9 9230 20.7
USSR 22274 275 4740 10.6
China 9561 1024 2550 5.7
Conado 9976 24.9 2470 5.•
India 3288 718 1680 3.'
UnitedSwes 9363 234.2 '940 4.4
N""" 324 4.' 40S 0.'
F~<e 544 54.6 183 0.4
Finland 337 4.' 110 0.2
World Total 134.800 4,665 44,500 100

Source. Shlklomanov, 199.J

The water withdrawals and water consumption in a region is directly innuenced by its

population, industrial development, irrigation system and reservoir water losses due to

evaporation (Shiklomanov, 1993). Water consumption in Asia, Africa and South

America, where irrigation detennines 70-90 % of total water withdrawals, depends on

the accuracy of irrigated areas (Shiklomanov, 1993). Table 2.8 shows renewable

water resources and water availability by continent.
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Table 2.8: Renewable Water Resources and Water Availability

Maximum Water Availability
Area Population Water (10J m3/year)

Continent (million (million) Resources
p" p"km1

) 1995 (103m)
km' capita

Europe 10.46 685 3410 277 4.23
North & Central 24.3 453 8917 324 17.4

America
Africa 30.1 708 5082 134 5.72
Asia 43.5 3445 15008 311 3.92

South America 17.9 315 14350 672 38.2
Australia & 8.95 29 2843 264 82.2

Oceania
The World 135.21 5635 44712 317 7.6

Source. Shlklomanov, 1998

As observed in the Table 2.8, Africa and the Middle East are facing severe water

shortage. The poor water supply in the region is causing major restraint for socio-

economic development. United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) predicts,

that two of every three people will live in water stressed region by the year 2025

(Christen, 2000).

The current water status in selected countries of the world is shown in Table 2.9 and

2.10. Annual available Freshwater resources in South Africa, 50 billion cubic meters

renewable resources once distributed to 44 million inhabitants will be less than 1000

m3 per person per year, which is much lower than the minimum required for

sustainability (Falkenmark, 1989). Although, Asia has the largest water resources, it

has the lowest per capita availability because oFits large population.
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Table 2.9: Annual Renewable F.-esbwater Resources and Withdrawal-)

Countries Renewable Withdrawal Per Capita
(kmJlyr) (kmJlyr) Witbdrawal

mJlvr
Fnrmer Soviet
UaiDa
Russia 4498.0 77.10 527
Kozakh_ 109.6 33.67 1989
Ukraine 139.5 25.99 512
Uzbekistan 50.4 58.05 2320
Asia
China 2829.6 525.46 412
India 1907.8 500.00 497
Indonesia 2838.0 74.35 350
Japan 430.0 91.40 72J
Mala sia 580.0 12.73 571
Thailand 409.9 33.13 548
Oceania
Australia 398.0 17.80 945
New Zealand 397.0 2.00 532
Papua New 801.0 0.10 21
Guinea

Source. OIeICk. 2001

The adequate renewable "aler resources supplies are concentrated in six countries of

the world, which includes Brazil. Canada. China, India, Russia and the United States.

More than 40% of total annual river runoff originates from these countries. Five large

river systems: Amazon, Ganges & Brahmaputra, Congo, Yangtze, and Orinoko

constitute 27% of the world's water resources, while River Amazon, the world's

greatest river alone contributes 16% of annual global river runoff (Shiklomanov,

2000).
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Table 2.10: Annual Renewable Fresbwater Resources and Witbdrawal- II

Countries

NorlhAmeric:a
Canada

United States

Renewable
(llYmJl)ocar)

2901.0
2478.0

Wilbdra\nl
(I0lmJI)·car)

43.89
469.00

Per Capita
Wilbdra"-al

(m',,,,)

1431
1688

South America
Ar entina

Brazil
Chile

Columbia
Venezuela
Mexico

994.0 27.60
6950.0 36.47
468.0 16.80
1070.0 5.34
1317.0 4.10
357.4 77.62

Source. Glock.. 2001

745
21.
1104
137
170
785

Water resources planning during 20th century has been based on projections of

population, per-capita water demand, agricultural production, and the levels of

economic development Shiklomanov and Markova have published current and

projected water consumption by region for agricultural, industrial, and municipal

sectors as well as water lost from reservoir evaporation (Shiklomanov 1993).

Gleiek (1996) argues thai waler demand projections are based on the current trend in

water consumpcion. The researcher maintains that the planning process should be

based on the water demand projections and an anticipated water supply. The

projections for the water withdrawal and water consumplion for the year 2000 based

on regions are summarized in the Table 2.11 and Table 2.12.
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Tablc 2.11: Watcr Withdrawal and Consumlltion (2000)

Region

Europe
Asia

USSR
Africa

Nonh America
South America

Oceania
Tolal

Withdrawals and Consumptive Use
IO'mJ/nar

404 158
2160 1433
533 286
289 201
946 434
293 165
35 22.5

4660 2700
Source. Glelck, 1996

The waler wilhdrawal for human consumption in 1990 was 3,500 kml and water

consumption was about 2,100 kml
. The remaining 1,400 km l are returned to rivers

and lakes. In the WRI projection, global withdrawals were expected to rise 2% to 3%

percent annually.

Shiklomanov (1998) used population and economic factors as main considerations for

the: detailed water demand assessments. He refines his water demand assessment and

provides a comprehensive analysis for water resources for the different regions of the

world. Asia due to its population has the largest waler demand. Gleick (J996) points

out that decrease in the o\'eraJl water consumption is possible by improving water re-

use. Global water supply and demand are presented in Table 2.12.
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Table 2.12: Global Water Supply and Demand (million mJlyear)

Continenl
Esllmates Projected Forecast,,,, 2015

Europe
Withdra..',al '" SS9
Consumpion 187 "0

North America
Withdrawal 080 "0
Consumntion 238 20'

Arrica
Withdrawal 219 337
COfIsumntion 160 220"',.
Withdrawal

2231 3254
Consumption

1565 1876

South Anlerka

~~~:~~
107 260

97.7 120

Auslnllia & Oceania
30.4

Withdrawal
97.7

39.5
Consumption 22.3

Total
Withdrawal 3788 5135
Conwmntion 1265 "64

Source. Shlklomanov 2000

2.3.1 Freshwater Supply and Demand in Canada

Canada's per capita demand for water is about 326 liters per person per day (CBWA,

1998). As detailed in Table 2.13, in many industries, such as steel, pulp and paper

production, technical advancements have contributed to an eco-efficiency approach,

which has significantly decreased the water use. For example, the water recirculation

in a steel plant located on the St. Lawrence River in Quebec was able to realize a 36

percent reduction in the tOlal volume ofwaler used.
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Table 2.13: Water Intake in Canadian Regions (million mll year)

Region
Thennal

Manufacturing Municipal Agriculture
Regional

Po_ T""
AllanIte 2126 601 ". " 3175

"""" 1005 1616 1703 100 4498
Ontario 23095 3457 1660 IS. 28485
Prairies 2025 447 ." 3014 6221
British 106 1161 ." .7. 2716
Columbia
NaaionalTota1 28357 7282 5102 '991 45096
Percenloftota! 63.0 16.0 11.0 9.• 100.0

Source: Environment Canada, 2000

2.3.2 Water Supply and Demand in Middle East and North Africa

Middle East and North Africa (MENA) is facing severe water shortage. It is estimated

that about 5 % of the world's population has less than I % of all the renewable

freshwater in the region. As shown in the Table 2.14 mort lhan half of the population

in MENA has less than 1,000 cubic meter renewable water resources annually on per

capita basis, which is the lowest in the world. The per-capita availability of water in

the region dropped to \,250 ml a year in 1996 from 3,300 mJ in 1960. Also, when

comparing the world per capita average renewal water resources of 7,700 mJ,

MENA's per capita renewable water resources of 1,000 mJ falls far behind the

world's average. In addition, mort than 70% people in MENA share less than 2,000

mJ water annually on per capita basis (AI-Qurashi and Husain, 2001).
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Figure 2.1: Water Scarcity in Middle Ease and Africa (MENA)

Adapted from Watersheds of the World, 2006

Gelick (1996) points out thai the basic waler requirement for human needs excluding

water required 10 grow food is approximately 50 lilers per person per day. In the )'ear

1955 only Bahrain and Qatar were among -beyond water barrier" countries. It is,

however, predicled that by the year 2025, other middle east countries including

Jordan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia. United Arab Emirates, and Yemen will have per capita

yearly renewable waler resources below 300 cubic meter.

According to Population Action International (PAl) forecast IOtal population of the

world is likely to increase from 5.7 billion in 1995109.4 billion in 2025. Due to the

population growth and economic development, the world with relative sufficiency of

water will reduce from 92% in 1995 to 58% by 2050.
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Table 2.14: Comparalin Evaluation of World Wale..- Resources

Regions

Sub-Saharan Africa
East Asia and Pacific
South Africa
Eastern Europe and fanner
USSR
Other Europe
Middle East and North Africa
Latin America and the
c.ribb<an
Canada and USA
World

Per capita
renewable water

--""'''''yeat(m])

7.100
5.300
4.200
11.400
4.600
1.000

23.900
19.400
7.700

Percentageo(
populalion with
less than 1000mJ

of water per person
per year

8.0
<10
0.0
3.0
6.0
53.0
<10
0.0
4.0

Pen::enta&e
Population
between 1000
to 2000m] of
water per

loersonDefvear
16.0
6.0
0.0
19.0
15.0
18.0
4.0
0.0
8.0

(Al-Qurashl and Husain. 2001)

In 1995, world population with water Slress was estimated 10 be 5%, which is

predicted to increase up to 24% by the year 2050. The wnter scarcity in the world will

increase to 180/. in 2050 compared to 30/. in 1995 (AI-Qurashi and Husain, 2001).

In the water scarcily statistics presented in the Table 2.15. water consumption has

been ranked from highest 10 lowest. Table 2.16 presents water consumption in the

countries for domestic, agricultural, and industrial sectors. The countries are ranked

according to their consumption and renewable of water per person based on the data

collected from Food and Agriculture Organization (FAG) and Population Action

International (PAl). A comparison of these ranks reveal considerable disparity in the

supply and demand of water among the listed countries.
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In the Middle East, Saudi Arabia is ranked number 3 from the consumption point of

view and ranks number 9 from the supply point of view. United Arab Emirates

(UAE) ranks number 4 for per capita water consumption. However, based on the

renewable water availability, UAE has the lowest per capita water availability in the

region (PAl Analysis). In Qatar. the per capita consumption of water is much higher

and ranks 7 (Table 2.16) compared to per capita availability of water resources (AI.

Qurashi and Husain. 2001).

Table 2.)5: Water Scarcity Countries in the World Based on UN Analysis

Renewable 1995 2025
WaterlOJrn J

/ Population x m po< Population x m p'"
Countries y~, 1000 person per 1000 person per

vear """Malta 30 367 82 395-448 67-76
~y 50 548 91 739·819 61-68

Kuwait 161 1691 95 2647·3160 51-60
Lib a 600 5407 III 12422-13359 45-48

Bahrain 90 557 162 795-928 97-113
Sin a m 599 3227 ISO 3939-4397 136·152
Barbados 50 261 192 276-311 161·181

VAE 489 2210 221 3098-3496 139-157
Saudi 4550 18255 249 40916-43531 105·111
Arabia
Jordan 1710 5373 31S 11375-12414 138·150
Yemen 5199 15027 346 36535·42307 123-142
Israel 2148 5525 389 7183-8744 246-299

Tunisia 3900 8987 434 12323-14618 267·316
Al eria [4800 28109 527 43374-50615 292-341
Brundi 3597 6064 594 11986·13209 273-300

C,"" 300 386 777 630·727 413476
Verde
Oman 1929 2207 874 6044·6943 278-319
Egypt 58874 62096 936 87577- 559-663

103979
Source: AI-Qurashl and Husain, 2001
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PAl has carried out a detailed analysis on the renewable water resources, JXlPUlation

increase, and per capita availability of water in the world. Table 2.16 represenlS

international scenario in tenns of water consumption. 1be statistics published by PAl

is updated from time to time and is considered to be the most reliable. Based on the

recent statistics, PAl. the Middle East and the North African region has been found

under the category of "beyond water barrier" with water availability less than 500

mJ/personiday.

Table 2.16: Water Consumption in Middle East

Waler Consumption in million cubic meter per year
Domestic ARriculture Industrial Total
10 m Iyr 10 m Iyr 10 m Iyr 10 m Iyr

Countries

Bahmin 86 120 17 223

1"", 3800 ooסס4 5600 49400

Ismel 544 1105 105 1754

Jordan 190 650 43 883
Kuwait 295 8 383

Lebanon 310 750 60 1120
Om", 81 1150 5 1236

Qatar 76 109 9 194

Saudi Ambia 1508 14600 192 16300

Syria 650 6930 146 7726

Turkey 5200 22900 Nt, Nt,

UAE 513 950 27 1490

Palestine 80 130 0 210

Yemen 168 2700 31 2899
Source. AI QUrashl and Husam, 2001
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AI-Qul1lshi and Husain (2001) assert that as a result of water shonage in the region,

the riparian countries sharing ground water and surface water resources may, at some

point enter into competition and conflict over water. They stress on the need of

assessing the situation in order to avert conflicts related to water in the region.

2.4 Wate... Quality

The water quality is detennined on the basis of water use and differenl water uses

require differenl parameters to maintain the water quality. The water used for

drinking, fishing, recreationaL aquatic organisms requires higher levels of water

quality. The water quality depends on the characteristics of physical, chemical, and

biological parameters. Chemicals are frequently discharged into rivers, lakes, and

coastal areas without any water treatment. Due to these discharges water related

diseases, such as, cholera. dysentery and malaria causes illness in half of the

developing countries and claims nearly five million lives annually in the world (WRI,

1997). Water quality is local in nature and differs considerably from one location to

another. season. and span of time. It is therefore difficult to establish a criterion for

the global water quality parameters (Shiklomanov 1997).

Shiklomanov (2000) observes that contamination in water supplies is a worldwide

phenomenon. He points out that the main contamination problems are caused by fecal

and organic pollution. Although fecal contamination of water has been eliminated in

most of the developed countries, pollution due to organic maner continues to exist, he

maintains. He emphasizes that other pollution problems in developed and developing

countries are associated with agricultural runoff and industrial effluents. He goes on
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to maintain that in developing countries like China, India, Mexico, and Br82il,

contamination due to untreated sewage and industrial wastes is a major cause of

deterioration in the water quality.

There are a number of chemical. physical, and microbial factors which effect water

quality these include organic pollutants, nutrients, freshwater heavy metals, microbial

contamination. acidifICation and suspended panicle (Shiklomanov 1997).

Although water-related diseases have been eliminated in most of the developed

countries, they continue to remain a major concern in most of the developing

countries. According to WHO. there are 4 billion cases of diarrhea each year, in

addition to millions of other cases of illnesses associated with the lack of safe

drinking water. In addition, there are numerous undiagnosed and unreported illnesses,

which make it difficult to present a realistic figure on the illnesses caused by water

pollution (Gleick. 2002 and WHO. 2000).

Water-related diseases can be categorized in four classes: (i) waterborne, (ii) water

washed, (iii) water-based, and (iv) water-related insect vectors. The first three are

most clearly associated with the lack of improved domestic water supply. A brief

description on the diseases associated with each class is provided in Table 2.17.

Waterborne diseases caused by the ingestion of contaminated water by human, which

is due to animal faeces, urine containing pathogenic bacteria or viruses, is a major

cause of diseases such as cholera, typhoid, dysentery as well as diarrhea. Water-
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washed diseases that are clIused by poor personal hygiene, and skin or eye contact

with contaminated water include scabies, trachoma, nea, lice and tick-bome diseases.

Water-based diseases are caused by parasites found in intennediate organisms living

in contaminated water. Other water-related diseases are caused by insect vectors,

mosquitoes that breed in waler and include dengue. filariasis, malaria and yellow

fever (Gleick. 2002).

Table 2.17: Selected Water-Related Disease Morbidity and MOl1ality

Diseases Estimated Estimated Relationship of Disease to
people MOl1alily Water and Sanitation
infected/)'ear (Dtatbsl)'ear) Condition

Diarrheal diseases 1.000.000.000 2,200,000 to Sanitary disposal, poor
5.000.000 Hygienic conditions. unsafe

drinkin water
Intestinal 1.500.000.000 100.000 Unsanitary excreta disposal.
helminthes DOOr h· ienic condition
Schistosomiasis 200.000.000 200.000 Unsanitary excreta disposal.

Safe water scarcitv
Dracunculiasis 150.000 Strongly related to unsafe

drinkinll. water
Trachoma 150.000,000 Strongly related to lack of face

washinll.. lack of safe water
Poliomyelitis 114.000 Unsanitary excreta disposal.

poor hygienic condition.
Unsafe drinkin2 water

TTYDanOSOfDiasis 275.000 130.000 Safe water scarcity
Source. Glelck, 2002

The number of anticipated deaths from water-related diseases in the next two decades

depend on the global population. relative rates of mortality from various diseases, the

incidence of diseases, interyentioos on the part of the health community, and

proactive approach in providing safe drinking water. and eradication of water bom

diseases (Gleick. 2002).
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According to UN reports. global population, between 2000 and 2020 will grow from 6

billion to 7.5 billion, with the maximum population growth in the de'<eloping

countries of Africa and Asia. The availability of safe drinking ....-ater .... ill have greatest

impact on the poorest populations of the world in the fann of sickness., absenteeism

from ....oric. and premature death. Unless United ations Millennium Goals for safe

drinking water in collaboration with national go\'emments and international aid

agencies woric. towards for providing safe drinking water. as many as 76 million

people will die by 2020 due to wateNelatcd diseases, which otherwise can be

prcventcd.

2.5 Safe Drinking Water

To provide adequate supply of safe drinking water to every segment of society is the

grealest challenge of this century. 1be greatest impact of the poor quality of water is

associated with high monality rale among young children. As presented in Table 2.18

represents access to safe drinking water in de\'eloping countries.

Table 2.18: Safe Drinking Water in De"cloping Countries

Region

Africa
Latin Amcrica&
Caribbean

Population
(1994)

707
473

WatcrAccess
Perccntagc(e;.)

46
80

Population
Unserved
millions
381
97

Asia & The Pacific
WcstcmAsia

T""'I

3,122 80
81 88

4.383 74
Source. G1CICk, 200 I

31
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10
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The United ations. in collaboration with countries. regularly monitors availability of

water around the WOl'"ld. According to a WHO report published in 2000, 89 percent of

the 1.1 billion people around the world lack access to 'improved water supply.'

Advancement in the water treatment technologies can provide safe drinking water for

public water supply systems. Due to the lack of access to safe drinking water, in the

last two decades bouled water has emerged as an alternate for safe drinking water in

most of the countries. Bonled water fulfills demand for safe drinking water, but it is

confined to a limited section of population. Global bottled water industry is one of the

fastest growing industries.
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Chapter III

LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Introduction

The safe drinking water quality is a malter of concern in most of the countries. A

water quality analysis may provide dissolved mineral composition, organic malters

and dissolved gas. The water treatment needs are different based on many water

quality parameters. Due to the current drinking waler demand and pollution problems.

water quality is deteriorating and may need treatment for drinking uses. In the

selection and design of water treatment system, selection of water quality is \cry

significant. The drinking water quality guidelines of the World Health Organizations

(WHO). Health Canada, International Bonled Water Association (IBWA) and

Canadian BOllled Water Association (CBWA), can be considered for the waler

treatment and water bouling industries.

The water treatmcnllechnologies may include preliminary water treatment, filtration,

such as micro-filtration, ultra-filtration, nano-filtration and reverse osmosis., the
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disinfection process may include ozooation and ultra violet (UV) radiation. Therefore.,

water quality and water treatment are very significant for water bottling process.

3.2 Water Treatment Technology

There are IWO types of water sources used for boltled water production. surface water

and ground water. The waler bottler considers regulations, consumer preference, and

economical aspects of availability of the water source. The water quality sources as

detailed by Hidell-Eyster (1997) are presented in Table 3.1

Table 3.1: Water Sources (or Bottled Water Treatment

Nalural
Mineral Water

SpringWater
Natural

SpringWater

Well\Valer
Artesian

NOD-artesian

SurfaceWaler
L.akeslRivers
Surface

A protected source where \\'3ter is bottled dira;tly at the source without any
treatment 10 alter its natural mineral.

A spring waler or pumped groundwater connected 10 a spring water source
may require minimum treatment for water bolliing.

A naturally flowing spring water or pumped from ground water connected to
a spring may require a treatment. "hich changes the chemical composition of
the water.

A drilled "ell through a 'confining layer' such as clay. due to h)'dnllulic head
pressures rises up the well casing to an elevalion above the stalk level of the
tapped aquifer.

A drilled well into a ground water aquifer.

Surface water sources such as lakes, rivers and ponds.

Source. Hldell-Eyster, 1997

According to Health Canada Drinking Water Quality Guidelines (2006). three main

indicators are. microbiological. chemical. and aesthetic. 11Je microbiological indicator
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includes bacteria, protozoa, and viruses, which may cause gastrointestinal diseases. A

chemical indicator, which covers a range of chemicals (such as magnesium, calcium,

iron and manganese) may be found due to natural causes or from human activities.

The presence of these materials in the drinking water may cause various diseases such

as cancer. An aesthetic indicator deals with the issues of tasle, odor, turbidity and

color. which may be due to the presence of natural organic matters in the water. Some

aesthetic indicators do not cause any disease. In order to ensure safe drinking water

quality, these indicators must be managed properly.

3.2.1 Preliminary Water Treatment

3.2.1.1 Suspended Solid Removal

In the preliminary water treatment process for suspended solids removal. as shown in

Figure 3.1, screening, sedimentation and filtration are considered. Screening process

removes large debris, micro straining of algae, and other small particles. This process

is necessary for a fast flowing stream or river. In order to oxidize organic matters

chlorine and ammonia may be added. In the next step, turbid water with no debris,

organic matter enters into sedimentation tank.

Screens which may retain panicles (20 to 40 11m) or more may be used with parabolic

design. In the main process, a large volume of lightly contaminated water is used so

that filtration may be avoided (Wayman, 1998).
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Figure 3.1: Suspended Solids Removal

Source: Wayman, 1998

In the sedimentation. as detailed in Figure 3.1, suspended materials are senled. and

sand particles are detained. and smaller panicles and organic matter may take about

three (3) to foor (4) hours lime. In this process. a horizontal, venical or radial flow

may be considered. In a parallel "ay. sheet material is assembled and added 10 a

conventional settler tank (Wayman. 1998).

The notation process is perfonned in the initial stages of water lreatment and a

compressed air is used in this process. Dissolved air flotation (OAF) system is also

used in combination with an activated carbon or a coagulant. Retention time is

approximately 30 minutes, and OAF units may be installed in smaller spaces

(Wayman, 1998).
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3.2.1.2 Iron and Manganese Removal

In the preliminary water treatment for iron and manganese removal as shown in

Figure 3.2, which may consist of aeration, iron removal and hypo chlorination

chambers. The ground waler enters into aeration chamber, which performs process of

degassing, waler then runs down in a packed column and use a reduced pressure in a

special chamber. Then water enters into iron or manganese removal chamber. then

enters into hypo-chlorinalion chamber al the same time, oxygen will be absorbed

between 8 - 10 mgllilcr (Wayman. 1998).

....-
Figure 3.2: Iron and Manganese Remo\'al

Source: Wayman. 1998
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3.2.1.3 Water Softening

The preliminary water treatment process for waler softening. as shown in Figure 3.3,

"hich may consislS of magnesium precipitation chamber, calcium precipilation

chamber and settlement chamber. The source water enters into magnesium

precipitation chamber and lime is added to perfonn action for magnesium

pl'e(;ipitation, then waler enlers into calcium precipitation chamber and soda ash is

added 10 perfonn action for calcium precipilation. This process removes calcium and

magnesium minerals. The waler may be softened by lime or soda ash. In the last

process, all matters are settled and removed by filtration process (Wayman, 1998).

Figure 3.3: Water Softening Process

Source: Wayman, 1998
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3.2.2 Filtration Process

Membrane filtration process use semi-permeable membranes to remove bacteria,

organisms., particulate material, and natural organic material from the source water.

Membrane filtration is sophisticated but its less expensive method for water filtration.

This process may be installed easily and is \'ery appropriate for water filtration

process.. and source water does not require any prdreatment.

Table 3.2: Summary or Membrane Filtration Technology

Tethnolol!V Efficiencv Oneration WllSte Limitation

MF
High quality water.

Giardia, Pre or POS! Low Volume
pretreatment, and

and Viruses Treatment disinfection required
for viral inactivation

Giardwand
High quality water

UF Viruses
Pre or Post Volume pretreatment and
Treatment 5-200/. disinfection required

for viral inactivation

Cysts and Pre or Post Volume
High quality water

NF
Viruses Treatment 5·20010

prctreatmenl,and
disinfection reauired

Cysts and Pre or Post Volume
Pretreatment required

RO
Viruses Treatment 25 -5001e

to protect membrane
surface

Source. Pallhes., 1997

Membrane filtration used in water treatment systems may include micro-filtration

(MF), ultra-filtration (UF), nano-liltration (NF), and reverse Osmosis (RO) as detailed

in Table 3.2 (Pailhes, 1997).
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3.2.2.1 Micro Filtration (MF)

In micro-filtration, membranes with pore si7..e of about 0.03 to 10 microns are used.

The membranes also has specification that the molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) is

greater than 100,000 Daltons and a relatively low feed water operating pressure of

approximately 100 to 400 kPa or 15 to 60 psi. This process is effective to remove

sand, silt clays, giardia {ambia and cryptosparidillm, cyst, algae, and some bacterial

species. This process is not effective for virus removal, but virus removal may be

designed in combination with disinfection process, such as ozonation and ultra-violet

(UV) radiation (Pailhes, 1997).

Spring Coarce Storage Contact IN Pr1I Anal Ozone
Vl/ater Alter Tank Chamber Filtration Altr.rtia1 Chamber

Figure 3.4: Micro-filtration in Bottled Water Industry

Source: Pailhes, 1997
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As shown in the Figure 3.4, spring water enters to a coarse filter chamber then enters

to different chambers to get dcsired water. Since ozone in the waler may oxidize filler

cartridge components, which may affecl filter efficiency, Iherefore ozonation may be

the last process in a water bottling process. In Ihe seleclion offiltcr media (membrane

vs depth) and Ihe cartridge connection the recommendation of micron rating may vary

from manufacturer to manufacturer. The water bottling process should evaluate the

filter retention data for microorganism of concern like cryplosporidium. giardia and

bacteria. The installation of micro filters may be as close as possible to the ozone

contact chamber and watcr bottling system (Pailhes, 1997).

Micro-filtration may use a tubular and hollow capillary fiber design, which may

process less than one million gallon per day (MGD). A completc design and

construction of micro-filtration may have a prescreen, feed pump, mcmbranes,

cleaning tank, automatic gas backwash sySlem, air compressor, membrane integrity

monitor, backwashed watcr transfcr lank, pressure break reservoir, air filter for the

gas backwashed, conlrol for the programmable logic controller. and coaJescer

(Pailhes,1997).

3.2.2.2 Ultra Filtration (UF)

As shown in the Figure 3.4, the ullra-filtration process may use pressure-driven

separation of material in the waler source. Ultra-filtration media are membranes with

pore size of about 0.002 to 0.1 microns with molecular weight cUlotT (MWCO) and

are approximately 10,000 10 100,000 Daltons and an operating pressure of

approximately 200 to 700 kPa or 30 to 100 psi. This proccss may remove all
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microbiological species that canna( be removed by micro filtration. Ultra-filtration

may also remove some types of virus in the water. but it may not remove all types of

viruses. In ultra·filtration process, there is no need to add chemicals in the system for

coagulation. flocculation and sedimentation process (Pailhes, 1997).

Ultra·filtration membrane designs have tubular and flm·sheet geometry. Ultra

filtration membrane is used usually for water treatment plants of less than one and

half million gallons per day (1.5 million gallons per day). Ultra filtration consist of

auto cleaning pre.filtcr, feed pump, membranes, re-circulation pump, backwashed

water pump, air compressor, chlorine dosing pump for the backwashed water,

chlorine tank, chemical tank (detergent), control for the programmable logic

controller with program and security sensor (Pailhes, 1997).

3.2.2.3 ano Filtration (NF)

As shown in the Figure 3.4. the nana-filtration process may remO\·e all cyst. bacteria.

viruses, and humic materials. ano filtration has filter media of membranes with pore

size approximately O.()()I microns with molecular ",eight cutoff (MWCO) is

approximately 1,000 to 100.000 Daltons and an operating pressure of approximately

600 to 1.000 kPa or 90 to 150 psi. This membrane is capable of reducing hardness of

water, and due to this nano filtration is also called as softening membranes. This

process consists of membranes, feed pump, and some equipment for pretreatment of

water 10 avoid precipitation of hardness ion in the membranes (Pailhes, 1997).
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3.2.2.4 Reverse Osmosis (RO)

R(:v(:rse osmosis process has m(:mbrane filtration syst(:m for small water treatment

plants. This is a compact syst(:m and hav(: minimum labor requireJ1l(:n1s. Th(: function

of fe\'CfSC osmosis in the water treatment is 10 remov(: almost all organic

contaminants. radium. natural organic substances, pesticides, cysts, bacl(:ria. and

viruses.

Figure 3.5: Renrse Osmosis Process

Source: Wayman, 1998

In this process, clean water can be oblained near zero effiuent contaminant

concentration but disinfection process is necessary 10 gel safe drinking waler. In the

process a high waler pressure approx.imately 2100 kPa or 300 psi through a semi·

permeable membrane is passed. In Ihe opening of lilt: membrane waler molecules

passes and leaves a high percentage of inorganic contaminants. PretreatJ1l(:n1 is
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~ferred in this process., "hich may involves fihnuion and sometime softening.

chemical additions or both to ~\ent membrane fooling. Reverse osmosis has high

capital and operating cost due to the design parameters (Wayman, 1998).

3.2.3 Disinfection Process

Disinfection process may destroy any pathogen present in the water. Conventional

water disinfection process involves chlorine to kill pathogenic microorganism in the

water. In order to meet the standards for safe drinking "ater, one colifonn organism

per 100 ml drinking water may be present. An imponant criteria to use disinfection in

the water treatment process is thai the dose of disinfectant must be toxic to the

microorganism but below the toxic threshold to humans.

3.2.3.1 Ozonation

3.2.3.1.1 Application of Ozone

Ozone is used for the disinfection of water. This process removes and control

inorganic pollutant oxidation (e.g., iron. manganese and sulfide), organic micro

pollutant oxidation may cause taste and odor problems. color removal and dissolved

by products (DBPs). Ozone is a strong oxidant and may oxidize most of the organic

and inorganic compounds in the water because it is more easily absorb in the water

than oxygen (Kinman. 1975).
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OZOtl~

~nIlAClO~

3.2.3.1.2 Ozonation Process

As shown in the Figure 3.6, the compressed air is passed to oxygen generator

chamber, then oxygen is passed to ozone generator chamber. The generated ozone is

injected into the water treatment process to disinfect micro organisms. In the next

process the ozone extractor chamber removes the exess ozone and a process in ozone

decomposer chamber (Rice, Overbeck and Larson, 1998).

1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I I
L -.J

flOWCOtll~OlllD

OZONlDOSltlO

Figure 3.6: Ozonalion for Water Bottling Process

Source: Rice, Overbeck and Larson, 1998
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As shown in the Figure 3.6, the source .....ater is then passed through a venturi throat,

"hich creates a vacuum and pulls the ozone gas into the water or the air is then

bubbled up through the treated water. Since the ozone will ~act with metals to create

insoluble metal oxides. therefore post filtration is required.

The fonnation of oxygen into ozone occurs with the use of energy. This process is

carried out by an electric discharge field as in the CD-type ozone generators (corona

discharge simulation of the lightning), or by ultraviolet radiation as in UV·type ozone

generators (simulation of the ultraviolet rays from the sun). In addition to these

commercial methods. ozone may also be fonned through electrol)tic and chemical

reactions. In general, an ozonation system includes passing dry, clean air through a

high voltage electric discharge, i.e.. corona discharge, which creates an ozone

concentration of approximately 1% or 10,000 mgtl. In treating small quantities of

water. the UV ozonators are most commonly used, while large-scale systems use

either corona discharge or other bulk. ozone-producing methods (Rice, Overbeck. and

Larson. 1998).

According to Hoigne and Bader (1976) ozone may be generated on site because it is

unstable and decomposes in a short time. With the introduction of ozone to the water,

it disinfects water with several mechanisms such as direct destruction of cell wall of

the organism, reacting with radical by·product of ozone decomposition, damage the

microorganism nucleid acids, and breakage of carbon-nitrogen bonds leading 10 dc-
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polymerization. A decomposition of ozone process starts with a series of steps.. there

is no established mechanism and reaction, which may be discussed.

3.2.3.1.3 Efficiency of Ozone

Efficiency of ozone disinfection depends on the sensitivity of the target organisms,

contact time and concentration of the ozone. Ozone concentration generally ranges

from <0.1 mg/liter to 1.0 mgfliter. Efficiency of the ozone production is 2% and 5Yo

7% with the use of air and OX)gtn respectively. The water bonling process usc

ozonation to treat large quantities of water because of its efficiency. Ozone may be

added to the point of water treatment process. y,hich may revert back to oxygen

chamber, it may keep water sanitized throughout the facility (Zabel. 1985).

The International Bottled Water Association (IBWA) recommends that ozone may be

applied in the range of 1.0 to 2.0 milligram per liter (mgfliter) for 4 to 10 minutes

contact time to ensure an appropriate and safe disinfection. Application may maintain

a 0.1 to 0.4 ppm residual ozone level in the water bottling process. This provKies an

additional safety factor because the bonles can be disinfected and sanitized while

filling the treated water.

As discussed by Domingue (1998), ozone is very effective against bacteria, and

concentrations 0.6 ~gf1 and 9 ,""gil of ozone on E.coli and legionella plleuophila,

respectively may be able to reduce their levels by 4 logs (99.99 Y. removal) in less

than I minute. Peters (1989) mentio~ that protozoan cysts are more resistant to

ozone. and the giardia lamblia is sensitive, but crypiospondlUm is more resistant to
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ozone. Ozone efficiency results indicate that ozone is one of the most effective

disinfectant for cryptosporidium. A brief description on inactivation of

cryptosporidium OOCYSIS is presented in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Ozonalion Inactivation ofCryptosporidiuOl Oocycts (99%)

Species Ow", Ow", Temperature Contact Reference
protocol residual (0C) Time

(mgIL) (mg.minlL)

C. bailley Batch 0.6&0.8 25 2.4 3.2 LangJaiset
liquid, al.,l990
modified
batch ozone

C.parvum Batch 0.50 7 9.0 Finch et aI.,
liquid, balch 0.50 22 3.9 1993
ozone

C.parvum Batch 0.77 Room 4. Peelersel
liquid. batch 0.51 4 a1.,1989
ozone

C.parvum Batch 1.0 25 5- [0 Korichet
liquid. a1.,I990
continuous

"c.parvum Flow 22-25 5.5 Owenset
through ·aI., 1994
contactor

Source. USEPA, 1998

Generally, viruses are more resistant to ozone. Ozonation may disinfect polio and

coxsackie viruses up to 3 logs, by ozone residual 0.8 mg/liter and 1.7 mg/liter

respectively with a 5 minutes contact time. The contact time requirements may vary

from study to study which may leads to uncertainty to CT design requirements for

specific applications and regulatory needs (USEPA, 1998).
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3.2.3.2 Ultra Violet Radialion (UV)

3.2.3.2.1 V Application

UV application for most of the bacteria and viruses require low UV dosages of 2-6

mW·s!cm2 for I·log inactivation. The UV doses for 2 and 3 log inactivation of viruses

are 21 and 36 mW.s!cm2
, respectively. As discussed by DeMers and Renner. (1992)

giardia and cryplosporidium are more resistant to UV inactivation than other

microorganisms. The UV dose required to inactivate protozoa (giardia and

cryplosporidium) is sc\eraJ times higher than the bacteria and virus inactivation. UV

process in combination .... ith ozone may improve the efficiency of disinfection in the

water treatment process for giardia and cryptosporidillm.

3.2.3.2.2 UV Process

As shown in Figure 3.7, ultraviolet (UV) radiation process inactivates organisms by

absorption of light, which causes a photochemical reaction. As discussed by

Dimitrion (1993), UV rays are electromagnetic waves and penetrate into the cell wall

of microorganisms. The UV rays react with the nucleic acids and other vital cell.

which results injury or death to exposed cells (Bukhari. 1999).

In this process UV lamp transmits radiation generated by an arc. The UV energy

radiation wave ranges betwecn 100 nm to 400 nm long (between X-rays and visible

light spectrums (White. 1992). The UV disinfection utilizes either of the following

process.
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Low-pressure lamp emits maximum energy at a wavelength or2S3.7 nm,

Medium-pressure lamp emits energy at wavelengths 180 ·1370 nm and

Lamps emit energy at wavelengths with a higher intensity.

SOlirceWater
Ultravollet
RadlaUon

Figure 3.7: Ultra Violet Disinfection Process

Source: Hofmann and Andrews, 2002

3.2.3.2.3 Efficiency of UV

According to White (1992), the destruction or inactivation of microorganism is

directly related to the UV dose, detennined by:

D=/xt;where,

D'" UV dose (mW-s/cm2
)

I = Intensity (mW/cm2
)

t - Exposure time (s)
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This dose response relationship for gennicidal effect indicates:

A high intensity ofUV radiation over a shon period of time.

A [ow intensity of UV radiation over a longer period of time.

UV should absorb to achieve microorganism inactivation. Therefore, anything that

prevents UV from reacting with the microorganism will decrease the disinfection

efficiency. Factors that affects disinfection efficiency of UV are chemical and

biological films, that develop on the surface of UV lamps, dissolved organic and

inorganic matter, clumping or aggregation of microorganisms, turbidity, color and

shon circuiting in water flowing through the UV contactor (Scheible and Bassell,

1981; Yip and Konasewich, 1972).

Innovative water treatments technologies are usually used in many bottled water

industries to ensure the consumer that bottled water produced are the best quality.

Water bottling industries generally use filtration and disinfection in the water

treatment process. There are number of packages available for water treatment

systems. Most of them are using combination of micro-fillration, ozonation and

ultraviolet radiation. In order to apply appropriate water treatment technology and

process, a detailed water quality analysis of the source water and other site

investigations are required.
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Chapter IV

BOTTLED WATER INDUSTRY

4.1 Introduction

Bottled water induSirY in the world is highly fragmented and dominated by local

brands. Currently four bottled water companies dominate the international market.

Out of these, Swiss food and beverage company Nestle and French company DanOlle

are the leaders in the bottled water industry. Nestle and Danolle companies. in the past

concentrated their operations around Western Europe and the United States, but now

they have also entered into Asia, Latin America, and other countries.

The United Siaies companies, Coca-Cola and PepsiCo afC also in the bottled water

business. Although, PepsiCo and Coca-Cola are the top two brands in the US. bottled

water market, they do not pose any threallo DanOlle and Nestle in Western Europe. In

developing countries, bottled water demand is growing in Asia, Eastern Europe and

South America.
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4.2 International Bottled Water Association (lBWA)

As a business association of manufacturers and distributors of bottled water industry,

International Bottled Water Association (IBWA) was established in 1958. IBWA is

involved in regulating and promoting standards for bottled water quality. The IBWA

promotes the adoption of Model Bottled Water Code of the Codex Alimentarius

(Codex), IBWA Model Code and United States Food and Drug Administration

(USFDA) code to regulate the quality of water source for the bottling of water. IBWA

Technical Manual provides guidelines on the processing and quality control

procedures in the production of bottled water. IBWA members undergo annual,

unannounced plant inspection conducted by National Sanitation Foundation (NSF).

The Canadian Bottled Water Association (CBWA) was established in 1992. During

the last decade, the bottled water demand significanlly increased during the flooding

ofQuebec and Manitoba as well as the ice stonn crisis in Ontario and Quebec.

Water quality has always been an important issue for public concern. Increasing

consumer awareness for the quality of drinking water has contributed in the

refinement of regulations to ensue protection for public health. Regulations provide

precise definitions for the bottled water quality, standards, processing, labeling, and

advertising.

Internationally, regulatory agencies coordinate to solve trade disputes and differences

in regulations and standards. The organizations listed below play an important role in

the regulation of bottled water industry worldwide in cooperation with other regional
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organizations.

World Trade Organization (WfO)

Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) and the World Health

Organization (WHO) have developed Codex Alimentarius (Codex) for world

food standard.

United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

International Bottled Water Association (IBWA) Model Code

Canadian Bottled Water Association (CBWA) Model Code

Asian Bottled Water Association (ABWA)

The Federal Regulations for the bottled water industries constitute a basis for Good

Manufacturing Practice (GMP), Bottled Water Standard of Identity, advertising and

labeling. The GMP CO\iers regulations concerning all sealed water in bottles,

packages, or other containers offered for sales, including bottled mineral water. The

areas governed under the processing and the bottling of drinking water is as follows:

Plant Construction and Design

Sanitary Facilities

Source Water

Operations Water

Analysis ofSource

Sampling and Analytical Methods

Production and Process Control

Bottled water manufacturers must ensure that their products meet the applicable

regulations and standards for bottled water. Bottled ""ater must bear an appropriate
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name, The standards and regulalions tays down parameters for microbiological,

physical, chemical and radiological limits for source water and product bolt1ed water.

4.3 Global Bottled Water Market

Global market for botlled water is growing enormously. An eSlimated market demand

for ten (10) leading countries is presented in Table 4.1. In 2005, the United Slates

ranked #1 with 28500.4 million liters and a compound annual growth (CAG) of9.8%.

In Europe, Germany, France and Spain are some of the largest consumer of bottle

water: Germany consumes 10525.7 million liters and 4.7% compound annual growth,

France with 8379.8 million liters and 2.4% compound annual growth and Spain with

5891.5 million liters and a 7% compound annual growth, respectively.

Table 4.1: Global Bottled Water Markel (2000 - 2005)

2004
Counlries

Quantity Compound Annual
million liters Growth CAG 0/.

""ak 2000 2005 2000/05
I United Stales 17860.8 28500.4 9.8

2 Mexico 12398.4 18761.2 8.6
3 hina 5980.7 12833.4 16.5
4 Brazil 6802.4 12187.8 12.4
5 Ital 9202.4 11086.3 3.8
6 ennanv 8382.9 10525.7 4.7
7 'ranee 7446.6 8379.8 2.4
8 Indonesia 4291.4 7592.5 12.1
9 SDain 4198.8 5891.5 7.0
10 India 2145.1 6144.4 23.4

op 10 Subtotal 78709.8 121903.5 9.1
ltOthers 29236.4 41760.6 7.4

0la1 107946.2 163664.2 8.7
Source. Beverage Marketmg Corporation, 2006
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South America, Mexico and Brazil have significant demand for bottled water.

Mexico consumes 18761.3 million liters of bonIe water and 8.6% compound annual

gro'Wth. \\hile Brazil consumes 12187.8 million liters of bottle water with a 12.4Y.,

compound annual growth. In Asia, China tops the demand for bottle water with 12833

million liters and 16.5Y. compound annual gro\\1h follo\\ed by India with 6145

million liters and 23.40/, compound annual growth and Indonesia consumes 28699.6

million liters with 12.1% compound annual growth. A global trend for the bottled

water demand is shown in Tablc 4.2.

As shown in the Table 4.2. Asia's ranks #1 in tenns ofbonlcd water compound annual

growth with 14% growth. North Amerlca ranks #2, Somh America ranks #3.

AfricalMiddle EastlOceania ranks #4 and Europe ranks #5. An average compound

annual gro\\th rate for global market during the years reviewed is 8.5%.

Table 4.2: Bottled Water Compound Annual Growth Per«ntage

Regions
2002103 200310-1 200-1/05 2005106 SyrCAG

'/0 % % % %

""'" 10.1 3.7 3.' 0.' 4.8

orthAmerica ,.\ 7.2 '.0 8.8 8.'
sia 13.3 13.9 10.3 15.9 14.0

uthAmerica 10.8 7.3 5.1 3.3 8.3

fricaIMideastiOceania 4.6 7.2 7.8 6.0 7.5

Sublotal 10.4 7.... 7.1 7.3 8.5

II OIhers -11.6 l3.s 13.8 -5.7 10.7

TOTAL 10.1 7.5 7.2 7.1 8.5
Source. Beverage Marketing Corporation. 2006
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Bottled water consumption in most of the counlries is showing increasing trend. The

per capila consumption of bottle water in 2005 by leading fifteen (15) countries is

presented in Table 4.3. In Europe, Italy ranks as #1 wilh 190 liters, followed by

Belgium-Luxemburg, Spain, France, Gennany, Switzerland, Portugal and Slovenia

In the Middle East, United Arab Emirates ranks #1, with 191 liters per capita

consumplion, Lebanon ranks #2 with 106.6 lilers per capita consumption, Cyprus

ranks #3 with 98.3 liters per capita consumption and Saudi Arabia ranks #4 with 92.9

liters per capita consumption. Since United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia are

robust and growing economies. bottled water consumption will continue 10 grow in

Ihisregion.

Table 4.3: BoUled Water Per Capita Consumption (2000 - 2005)

200S LitersPerCa ita
Rank Countries 2000 200S

1 Italy 1595 191.0

2 United Arab Emirates 113.8 180.3
3 Mexiw 123.6 178.7

• Bel ium-Luxembour 1[7.9 160.2
5 ISoain 105.0 146.2
6 France 1255 138.3
7 ermany IOU 127.7
8 Lebanon 76.7 106.6
9 Swilzer[and 89.9 103.6
10 UniledStates 61.2 98.6
11 C"M 72.2 98.3
12 Saudi Arabia 80.1 92.9
13 zechRevublic 68.0 89.9

I' PonuJ,!,al 71.4 83.1
15 Slovenia 56.3 81.27

Global Avera e 17.7 25.3
Source. Beverage Marketmg CorporatIOn, 2006
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Import of bottled water represents a very minor share of 1% of volume in France with

67 million liters, Italy with 35 million liters, and Spain with 27 million liters.

Generally the bulk of domestic bottled water demand in all these countries is fulfilled

by domestic production. The United States, Gennany, Italy, France, Spain and Canada

truly represent the bottled water market trends. The market trends for bouled water, in

these countries reflect international trends for the bottled water industry.

4,4 Bottled Water Market in United States

Bottled water emerged as the second largest commercial beverage category by

volume in the United States in 2006 and it continued to grow at a rapid pace between

2001 to 2006, as shown in Table 4.4. In 2006, bottled ,water demand in the United

States was 31.2 billion liters with 9.7% annual change compare to 2005. In 2001, the

revenue generated by bottled water business was about US$ 6.88 billion, which

increased to US$ 10.98 billions in 2006.

Table 4.4: Bottled Water Market in the United States (2001 - 2006)

Million Annual
~~i~~

Annual
V.., Liters %Cbanl!e %Chanl!C
2001 19,600.0 9.7 6,880.6 12.6
2002 21,907.7 11.8 7,901.4 14.8
2003 23,699.8 8.2 8,526.4 7.9
2004 25,729.3 8.6 9,169.4 7.5
2005 28,490.2 10,7 10,012.5 9.2
2006 31,249.2 9.7 10,980.0 9.7

Source. Beverage Marketing Corporation, 2006
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The bottled .....ater per capita consumption increased from 11 liters with annual gro....th

percentage as 8.7% in 2001 to 107 liters with annual growth percentage as 8.6% in

2006 and is expected to continuc to grow in future as detailed in Table 4.5.

Tablc 4.5: DOllied Watcr Per Capita Consumption (2001 - 2006)

2001 71.0 8.7
2002 79.0 10.7
2003 84.6 7.3
2004 90.7 7.6
2005 98.6 9.6
2006 106.9 8.6

Source. Beverage Markctlng Corporation. 2006

The per capita consumption of bottled water is gro..... ing at the ratc of approximately

4.0 liters annually and therefore is likely to be more than double in a decade.

4.5 Asian Bottled Water Market

Thc bottled water demand in Asia and the Middle East is the highest in the world due

to the population growth and public awareness on the quality of water supply. In

developing countries. public awareness for the water quality and safe drinking water

is growing. In many developing countries inefficient water management practices are

contributing in inadequate supply ofsnfc drinking water.
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As shown in Tab~ 4.6. bel\\een 2001 and 2005, Asian bev~rages mark~1 grew 17.3%

in 200012001 and 8% in 200412005. In 1999, ABWA compl~ted its firsl bonled water

induslry mark~t surv~y for 50 Asian and Middl~ Eastern counlries. \\hich was

conducted by Zenilh lnternalional of the United Kingdom.

Table 4.6: Annual Growth Percentage in Asian Beverage Mark~1 (2000 - 2005)

Je"enlge
POOOIOI (% 001102 (%~002JOJ (°4 003/04 (% 004105(%

ate20ries

" 9.4 0.9 5.8 2.2 1.9
ilk 1.6 1.6 -24.3 1.7 1.1

eo, 4.1 4.4 3.5 3.6 22.5
ottledWater 17.3 20.0 10.1 9.7 8.0
oft Drinks 4.1 8.7 1.7 3.0 -1.0
offee 3.0 6.1 -1.3 -1.1 1.1
istilled S irits 0.5 -3.0 -8.8 -1.1 15.6

'roil Bevera'es 19.4 5.1 7.6 0.4 15.1
Subtolal 6.' J.8 -1.1 2.8 5.2
II Others 0.5 0.6 I.S 1.1 0.6
TOTAL 1.J 1.0 1.2 1.J 1.2

Source. Be\erage Marketmg CorporahOlt, 2006

Table 4.7 shows. a change in bouled waler consumplion pattern. India showed the

highest percentage change of24.1% in consumption pattern in 200012001 and 20.1%

in 200412005. Korea consumed 6.9% in 200012001 while its consumption grew to

17.2% in 2004f2005. Malaysia, in 2000n001. consumed 9.4% and 11.3% in
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2004!2oo5. Pakistan consumed 48.701. in 2000/2001 but its consumption declined to

11.2% in 2004/2005. Brunei consumed 10.2% in 200012001 and lJ", in 2004/2005.

China and Taiwan consumed 26.9% in 200012001 and 10.1% in 2004n005. The

change in consumption pattern is indicative of strong bottled water demand in many

Asian countries.

Table 4.7: Asian BoWed Water Market (2000 - 2005)

ountries 000/01 '/0 001102 '/, 002/0J 'I, 003/04 'I, 004/05 'I.
hina and Taiwan 26.9 30.0 7.5 11.9 8.1

ndonesia 19.1 20.0 13.0 6.0 3.4
ndia 24.1 26.0 25.0 22.0 20.1

ailand 5.9 6.6 2.0 0.6 0.5
eoublic of Korea 6.9 6.7 20.0 20.0 17.2

I.pan 7.1 18.7 5.3 1.7 3.3
hilippines 8.4 6.5 5.5 3.8 4.4
akislan 48.7 52.0 5.9 9.8 11.2
hina 10.0 11.0 10.0 10.0 10.1
alaysia 9.4 8.7 8.5 12.0 11.3
ietnam 11.3 9.8 9.1 3.6 4.2
in~ 8.2 7.9 8.0 7.8 7.8
runei Darussalam 10.2 9.3 9.0 9.0 9.0
Total t7.J 20.0 10.1 9.7 8.0

Source. Beverage Marketmg CorporalK>n. 2006

4.6 Canadian Bottled Waler Market

Bottled water industry in Canada is rapidly growing with 8% to 10% annually.

A lthough, bottled water industry accounts for more Ihan I% of total food and

beverage, bouled water products and services have shown remarkable growth. BOllled

waler industrial developmenl began in the early I980s and is still growing. As shown
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in Table 4.8, in 1995, annual bottled water consumption in Canada was 527 million

lilers with a per capita consumption of 17.8 liters, which increased to 743 million

liters wilh 22 liters per capita consumption in 1998 (CBWA, 1999).

Table 4.8: Canadian Bottled Water Consumption in Liters (1995- 1998)

Year

1995
1996
1997
1998

Annual Per-Capita
Consumption Consumption
Million Liters Lite~)

527 17.8
582 19.5
643 21.2
743 22.0
Source. CBWA, 1999

Population
(Million)

29.6
29.9
30.3

As shown in Figure 4. L Canada produced 2075.7 million liters of bottled water in

2005 with a Canadian market as 1906.5 million liters, which is an increase of 18.1%

from 2004.
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Canadian Bottled Water Production and Market
(2004 & 2005)

• Productiofl

• Market

2.9 18.1

Fmcentage
Olange

Year

Figure 4.1 Canadian Bottled Waler Production and Market (2004 &2005)

Source: CB WA, 2006

The majority of the water bottling plants is located in the Canadian provinces. which

include. Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia. Quebec has the largest, 35% market

demand with 246 million liters, Ontario has 28% market demand with 197 million

liters, British Columbia has 22% market demand with 155 million liters, Atlantic

Provinces have 6% market demand with 42 million liters and rest of Canada has 9%

market demand with 63 million liters as detailed in Table 4.9 (CBWA, 1999).

Table 4.9: Canadian Bottled Water Market by Region

Re ion
Quebec
Ontario

British Columbia
Atlantic Canada
Rest of Canada

Percental!e %
35
28
22

Source. CBWA, 1999

63

Million Liters
246
197
155
42
63



In 2004, Canadian companies exported 448.1 million liters of bouled water, which

howe\-er declined to 222 million liters in 2005, a decrease of 50.5% from the yeat

2004. as detailed in Figure 4.2.

Canadian market has m()("t than 100 bottled water brands, out of ""hich about 20-1. are

imported brands. There are three price categories in the market, premium brands.

regularly priced brands and private label. Thus consumers have a wide range of

choices for bouled water in Canada. In 1997, average retail price of one liter bouled

water was $1.19 and for a delivered 18.9 liter bottle was $15. Also. bottled water

products are well positioned to compete with other beverages (CBWA, 1999). The

bottled water prices for regularly priced brands and private label brands are now less

than SO.5 per liter and $7.0 for 18.9 liter of bottle.

canadian Bottled Water International Trade
(2004 & 2005)

!5OO ___

~""i»)-- 222 .~
-; 200 .&ports

i 100-4- --1.1150.5.--,

£ 0 --fl8rcenlaogea,,,,,.

Figure 4.2 Canadian Bottled Water International Trade (2004&2005)

Source: CBWA, 2006
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Considering the availability of freshwater resources in Canada and growing

international demand for bottled water, there is a good potential to develop bottled

water industry in Canada to meet the demand.

4.7 Bottled Water Industry in Newfoundland and Labrador

There are more than twenty (20) bottled water brands in the Province of

Newfoundland and Labrador, as detailed in Table 4.10. Major bottled water brands

available in the market are Aberfoyle, Apollinaris, Aquafina, Big 8, Crystal Spring,

Danone, Dasani, Discovery, Echo Springs, Evian, Montclair, Our Compliments, S.

Pellegrino Perrier. Sparkling Spring, Truly, Ultrapure and President's Choice in sizes

of250 ml, 330 mL 500 ml, 750 ml, 1.0 liter. 3.78 liter and 18.9 liter.

In the province, bottled water price for a 4-liter Echo Spring is $1.19, which translates

to $0.3 per liter, and premium 1.0 liter Apollinaris bottled water is priced at $2.19.

Perrier, 750ml is priced at $1.59, which translates to $2.12 per liter and S. Pellegrino,

750ml is priced at $1.69 and translates to $2.25 per liter.
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Table 4.10: Bottled Water Brands in Newfoundland Labrador

No. Brand Sizes Price 5$ PriceILiler (l SS
I Aberfo Ie 30x500ml 5.97 OA
2 A llinaris IL 2.19 2.19
3 Aquafina 6x710ml 3.49 0.82

1.5 L 1.49 0.99

4 Bi 8 500ml 0.69 1.38
IL 0.99 0.99

4L 1.29 0.33
5 CrystalS rin 6x I L 5.29 0.88

3.78L 1.99 0.52
6 Danone IL 1.19 1.19
7 D=oi 6x500ml 3.99 1.33
8 Discovery I L 1.09 1.09

4L 1.99 0.5

9 Echo S rin 8x250ml 2.49 1.24
4L 1.19 0.3

10 Evian IL 1.79 1.79
II Montclair 1.5 L 1.39 0.92
13 OUT Com liments 750ml 1.49 1.98
14 Perrier 750ml 1.59 2.12
IS President'sChoice 6x 1.5 L 5.69 0.63
16 S. Pelle ino 750ml 1.69 2.25
17 S klin S rin 500ml 0.79 1.5S
19 Trul 1.5 L 0.67 0.45
20 Ultra ure 3.78L 1.49 0.39

Source. Sobeys and DominIOn, 2006

There are five (5) bottled water companies in the province of Newfoundland and

Labrador, with production facilities and locations, as detailed below:

Shamrock Waters of Canada Inc., Daniel's Point

Viking Beverages/Browning Harvey Limited, St. John's

Canadian Iceberg Vodka Corporation
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George Yates, Springdale

Garden Springs Inc., Mount Pearl

The lack of adequate drinking water supplies in developing countries and growing

awareness on the importance of drinking water on human health has resulted in

tremendous demand for bottle water globally. The bottle water demand in Asia and

the Middle East is highest in the world due to population and higher consumption.

Considering abundant freshwater resources in the province and international bottled

water demand, there is good potential for Newfoundland and Labrador bottled water

industry to export to the United States and the Gulf countries.
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Chapter V

Bottled Water Analysis

5.1 Introduction

In this chapler the infonnation for interpreting drinking water quality analysis is

presented. 11 is important 10 set standards for assuring the purilY and safety of water.

The Health Canada Drinking Water Quality Guidelines. World Health Organi7..ation

(WHO) Drinking Water Quality Guidelines, and National Primary Drinking Water

Standard. USEPA (2006) for interpreting bottled water mineral analysis.

There are no scientific studies that may present an important effect of bottled watcr

minerals on the human heath. The bottled water contains minerals, which may be

useful to the human body. In this chapter, level of calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg),

sodium (Na), potassium (K), chloride (el), sulfate (504) and total dissolved solids

(TDS) arc examined.
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371 bottled water samples .... ere analyzed and statistical analysis was conducted from

various countries bottled water details are available (Mineral Waters of the World.

2006).

5.2 Nutrient Minerals in Drinking Water

As discussed by the WHO (2004) repon. that drinking water supplies may contain

some of the fourteen essential minerals for good human health. These minerals in

combination affect bone and membrane structure (Ca. Mg. P), water and electrolyte

balance (Na, K, CI), metabolic catalysis (Zn, Cu, Se. Mg. Mn, Mo). oxygen binding

(Fe). and honnone functions (1, Cr). As further discussed that micronutrient

deficiencies may include increased morbidity, mortality due to reduced immune

defcnse systems and impaired physical and mental de..'elopmenl. Deficiencies of some

of the mineral elements, par1icularly Iron and Iodine are the main cause of health

concerns in many par1Softhe world. In the world nearly 4o-/.of .... omen are estimated

to be anemic due to deficiency ofbioavailable dietary iron. lbe low intake ofcalcium

and probably magnesium contribute to rickets in children and osteoporosis in women

.... orldwide. Due to inadequate diets many children are deficient in Fe, Zn and Cu and

other micronutrients in developing countries (WHO, 2004).

One third of the world's children fail to reach their physical and mental potential and

are vulnerable to infectious diseases that account for half for all children's deaths.

About two billion people have inadequate iodine nutrition. These nutritional

deficiencies decrease productivity and increases rate of disease and death (WHO.

2004).
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Drinking water supplies may contain some of these minerals naturally or by mineral

injection in the water treatment process. Water supplies are highly variable in their

mineral contents and some have significant amounts of minerals due to natural

conditions (e.g. Ca, Mg, Se, F, Zn), intentional addition of (F) or leaching from piping

(Cu). most system provides lesser amounts of nutritionally essential minerals. Many

people consume mineral water because of the perception that they may be more

healthful. Considering all these things, the nutrients found in drinking water at

potentially significant levels of particular interest are detailed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Nutrient Minerals and Recommendatory Daily Intake

Anti oxidant and Immune S stem
Biochemical Effects 3000 - 4000
Maintains health ,flexible cells
ForTh roidGland 0.15-0.18
Hel s in DNA buildinl!. 15

Source. Mmeral Waters of the World. 2006

Minerals
Calcium
Copper
Iron
Ma·nesium
Fluoride
Sodium
Chlorine
Hardness
Selenium
Potassium
Sulfate
Iodine
Zinc

Nutritional Importance
Bone and cardiovascular health
Anti oxidant, hel sin hemo lobin
Hel s in hemo lobin
Bone and cardiovascular health
Prevents dental caries
Extracellularelectrol te
Puri Water

Dail Intake m
800·1000

10·30
300·400
0.01 - 3.1

2000·3000
1700 - 5100

75 -150

As discussed in the WHO (2004) report on nutrient minerals in drinking water and

potential health consequences of long term consumption of demineralized and altered

mineral content drinking waters. The concentration of minerals is significant for

human health. Calcium, magnesium and Bicarbonates are not included in the

guidelines.
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As detailed in the Health Canada (2006) Guidelines, that public acceptance for

hardness of water varies, between 80 to 100 mg/liter, which are acceptable, levels

more than 200 mg/liter are considered poor but can be tolerated, but in excess of 500

mg/liter are normally unacceptable. Table 5.2 presents Drinking Water Quality

Guidelines for WHO and Health Canada.

Table 5.2: Drinking Water Quality Guidelines

Minerals
m~~r

Health Canada US EPA
molliter molliter

Calcium
Chloride 250 :s250 250
Copper :s 1.0 1.0
Fluoride 1.5 1.5 2.0

Iron 0.3 sO.3 0.3
Manganese 0.1 :s0.5 0.05
Ma;;-nesium

Silver 0.1
Sodium s200
Sulfate 250 s500 250
TDS :::;;500
Zinc s 5.0 5.0

Source: WHO, 2006. Health Canada, 2006, and USEPA, 2006

5.3 Mineral Concentrations in Drinking Water

Calcium and magnesium mineral concentrations are the most important, because

epidemiological studies during 1957 to 1978, provides evidence that magnesium

inhibits coagulation while calcium helps in promoting the process. The report, further

illustrates that calcium to magnesium ratio of 2:1 may be the most suitable for

coagulation and other processes. As observed by Reinhart (1991) that due to

magnesium deficiency, an increase in the cases of cardiac arrhythmias is reported. It
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is also reported that by supplementing magnesium intake, may decrease arrhythmias

cases. Epidemiological studies suggest that magnesium is beneficial for

cardiovascular diseases to decrease the number of cases.

Klevay (1975) observed that a correlation (0.96) between calcium and hardness in

water exists. Calcium in hard water may supplement 175 -180 mg of calcium daily

intake. It is observed that calcium and magnesium in water are also correlated (0.8).

The report further, discuses. that the inverse correlation between coronary heart

disease mortality and magnesium in water is similar to that of calcium. As detailed in

the Table 5.3. mineral concentration range in bonled water analysis is presented.

Table 5.3: Mineral Concentration in Bottled Water

Minerals No. of Samples Concentration
Ralll!.e(mVL.l

Calcium
Ma nesium
Sodium
Potassium
Chloride
Bicarbonate
Sulfate
TDS

355 0.1 451
344 0.05 650
344 0.0 I 4800
296 0.1 254
322 0.1 2700
355 0.1 4250
308 0.1 8060
227 1.0 8020

Source. Mmeral Waters of the World, 2006

WHO (2004) recommendations are considered as standard to analyze levels of

concentration in different international bonled water brands.
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5.3.1 Calcium

Level of calcium concentration in about 68.6% of bottlcd water brands lie above the

maximum standard requirement of calcium in drinking water that is two times of

magnesium concentration (US EPA, 2006). In the bottled water analysis a range of

calcium concentration between 0.1 mglliter to 45 [ mg/litcr was observed. Table 5.4

and Figure 5.1 presents thc illustration for calcium concentration distribution of 355

bottled water samples.

Table 5.4: Distribution of Calcium Concentration

Concentration .n;;7l Pcrcenta e
<25 40.8

25 -50 18.3
50· 75 17.2

75·100 5.9
100-125 4.8

Distribution of Calcium Concentration

C.kium

Figure 5.1: Distribution ofCaleium Concentration

Source: Mineral Waters of the World, 2006
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5.3.2 Magnesium

Level of magnesium concentration in about 95.6% of bottled water brands is below

the minimum standard of90 mg/liter (US EPA, 2006). The magnesium concentration

range in the bottled water brand ranges between 0.05 mg/liter to 650 mg/liter. Table

5.5 and Figure 5.2 presents the illustration of magnesium concentration distribution of

344 samples in this study.

Table 5.5; Distribution of Magnesium Concentration

Concentration m1!l1
<25

25 - 50
50 -75

75 - 100
100 - 125

> 125
Total

Percental!e
74.4
16.0
4.4
1.5
1.7
2.0

100.0

Distribution of Magnesium Concentration

<:> <J> ...." 1>'" -v~ ,.J"!' ~.." ;:..q. ott> .,...,

Mag.... ium

Figure 5.2: Distribution of Magnesium Concentration

Source: Mineral Waters of the World, 2006
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5.3.3 Sodium

Level of sodium concentration in about 53.8% of bottled water brands is above the

maximum standard requirement of sodium 10 mglliter in drinking water (US EPA,

2006). About 81.9% of samples have sodium concentration above 100 mglliter and

2.0% of samples have above 1000 mglliter and one bottle water brand has a highest

level 4800 mg/liter. Table 5.6 and Figure 5.3 presents the illustration sodium

concentration distribution of344 samples in the study.

Table 5.6: Distribution of Sodium Concentration

Concentration m01
<25

25 - 50
50 -75

75 - 100
100 - 125

> 125
Total

PercentaQe
65.4
12.8
5.5
2.9
2.6
10.8

100.0

DistnbutionofSodium Concentration

350 [ 1'00%300 80%f ;~~ 60%
! ~~~ 40%

50 20%

o ~--------- 0%
() #' ...()........."",co .f>""'" ~r$> ~1r ~,,1J. ~JI' ~c#

Sodium

Figure 5.3: Distribution of Sodium Concentration

Source: Mineral Waters of the World, 2006
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5.3.4 Potassium

Level of potassium concentration in about 95% of bottled water brands is under 30

mg/liter. The rest of the brands have potassium concentration between 30 to 254

mg/liter. There is no specific standard by WHO, EPA and Health Canada for the

potassium concentration. However, concentration above 1000 mg/liter is considered

as extreme value in drinking water. Table 5.7 and Figure 5.4 presents the illustration

ofpot3ssium concentration distribution in 296 bottled water samples in this study.

Table 5.7: Distribution of Potassium Concentration

Concentration mwl
<25

25 - 50
50- 75

75 - 100
100 - 125

> 125
Total

Percenta~e

95.6
3.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

100.0

Distribution of Potassium Concentration

::D:g~%
r- =;. 150 50%

~ 100 ~~:
50 ~~:o _

~ -c- .; .§> ...~ ...-t- ...<S' ...«} "'~~...
Potassium

Figure 5.4: Distribution of Potassium Concentration

Source: Mineral Waters of the World, 2006
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5.3.5 Chloride

Level of chloride concentralion in about 5% of bottled waler brands is above the

maximum standard 250 mg/literchloride in drinking water (US EPA, 2006). About 16

samples have c~nlralion abo"e Il)OO mg/liter. 1be chloride concentration range

beh'een 0.1 mg/liter to 2700 mg/liter in the bottled water. Table 5.8 and Figure 5.5

presents the illustration chloride concentration distribution of 322 samples in this

study.

Table 5.8: Distribution orCbloride Concentration

Concentration m2l1
< 50

50 - 100
100- 150
150- 200
250- 300

>300
Total

Percenta e
81.1
8.7
3.1
0.6
1.2
5.3

100.0

Dtstribution of Chloride Concentration

~[~JI
<> -#' "," "'.;> ....~ ..~..." ~<>" ..*' $. -tool>

Chloride

Figure 5.5: Distribution or Chloride Concentration

Source: Mineral Waters of the World, 2006
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5.3.6 Sulfate

Level of sulfate concentration in about 4.2% bottled waler brands are above me

maximum standard requiremenl of 250 mglIiteT sulfate in drinking water (US EPA,

2006). HO\\ever. there is c:onc:entration level more than 1000 mglliter in two bottled

water samples. A sulfate concentration range bew.een 0.1 mglliter to 8060 mglliter

was observed in me analysis. Table 5.9 and Figure 5.6 presents the illustration of

sulfate conc:enlration distribution of308 samples in this study.

Table 5.9: Distribution of Sulfate Concentration

Concentrationm
<50

50 100
100 150
150 200
250 300

>300
Total

Percenta'e
81.1
8.7
3.1
0.6
1.2
5.3

100.0

Distribution ofSulfate Concentration

I) ,,.. "iJ'" ""","> ...,{Jf ~<t"" #" ..~.. ,t'" ",if

Slilfatf

Figure 5.6: Dislribulion of SulfaIe Concentralion

Source: Mineral Waters of me World. 2006
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5.3.7 Bicarbonate

Level of bicarbonate concentration in about 86% bottled water brands is under 500

mgl1iter. About 11% ofbouled water samples have concentration of bicarbonate more

than 1000 mglliter. There arc no specific WHO, EPA and Health Canada standards

for bicarbonate concentration in drinking water. Ho\\ever. concentration above 1000

mgl1iter is considered as extreme value. The bonled water brands have concentration

between 0.1 mgl1iter to 4250 mgfliter. Table 5.10 and Figure 5.7 presents the

illustration on bicarbonate COJlCentration distribution for 355 samples in this study.

Table 5.10: Distribution of Bicarbonate Concentration

Concentration ma/l
< 50

50 100
100 150
150 200
250 300

>300
r-------- -Total

Percenta c
18.1
14.5
9.6
7.8
11.0
39.0
100.0

Distribution of Bicarbonate Concentration

Figure 5.7: Distribution of Bicarbonate Concentration

Source: Mineral Waters of the World. 2006
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5.3.8 Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)

Level of TDS concentration in about [8.0% of boltled water brands is above the

maximum standard requirement of 500 mglliter in drinking water (US EPA, 2006).

However, [0.5% of the samples indicate concentration values between 1000 mg/liter

to 8020 mg/[iter. Table 5.11 and Figure 5.8 presents the illustration of TOS

concentration distribution for 227 samples in this study.

Table 5.11: Distribution orTDS Concentration

Concentration m2l1
<50

50 100
100 150
150 200
250 300

>300
Total

Percental!e
[5.4
13.6
9.6
12.7
10.5
38.2
100.0

Distribution of Total Dissolved Solids

Tolal Dissolved Solid ([OS)

Figure 5.8: Distribution orTDS Concentration

Source: Mineral Waters orthe World, 2006
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5.5 Health Impact of Minerals

There are no harmful health effects associated with the consumption of calcium and

magnesium. A significance of the essential calcium and magnesium minerals is well

known. A suggestive evidence exists from the calcium and magnesium intake and

benefits in some of the diseases such as stroke, renal stone formation, cognitive

impairment in elderly, very low birth weight, bone fracture in children, pregnancy

complications and hypertension. It is therefore suggested that by the injection of

calcium and magnesium into bottled water mineral injection process would likely

provide health benefits to the consumer population (WHO, 2004).

As discussed by Klevay (1975) that calcium and magnesium are the main elemcnts,

which gives hardness to water. A correlation between calcium and hardness in water

is about 0.96. Calcium in hard water can be a significant dietary supplement because

hard water can contribute 175-180 mg of calcium daily intake. Calcium and

magnesium in water also are correlated about 0.80, and magnesium and hardness in

water at about 0.9. Lower intakes of dietary magnesium (less that 186mg daily) are

associated with higher risk of coronary heart disease. Higher magnesium intake may

improve cholesterol metabolism and prevent cardiac arrhythmias (Klevay, 1975).

Finally it may be summarized that hard water is good for health because it contains

nutrient minerals, and these nutrients can decrease impact of toxic elements in the

environment. To minimize heart disease risk, the ideal drinking water should contain

sufficient amount of calcium and magnesium and should be moderately hard. No
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effort should be made to eliminate trace metals such as copper and iron, where these

elements are in short dietary supplies (WHO, 2004).

WHO (2004) reported importance of calcium and magnesium in the human diet,

primarily in maintaining the health of bones (in the case of calcium) and in reducing

the risk ofcardiovascular disease (magnesium). In most of the countries, many people

do not get enough of these minerals in their diets. Therefore disinfection and other

treatment process should not compromise injection of calcium and magnesium in

bottled water production.

Therefore it is important to maintain a balanced ratio (2:1) between calcium and

magnesium in the bottled water production. In the light of these studies, the WHO

Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality (GDWQ) may provide point of reference for

the botlled drinking water quality regulations and standards worldwide. The WHO

(2004) report also pointed out that several gap needs to be filled by research and

epidemiological studies on the health effect of water borne calcium and magnesium,

and identification of the population groups who are most vulnerable to calcium and

magnesium deficiencies.
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Chapter VI

CASE STUDY - Environmental Impact on the
Gisborne Lake and Bottled Water Industry

6.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses a case study for the bottled water production at the Gisbome

Lake in Newfoundland. The case study illustrates a scenario of 1.5 liter bottle size

with a production capacity of 4.0 million bottled water per year. LGL (1998) study in

1997, presents that the Gisbome Lake has adequate water quality for water bonling.

In the subsequent study, the lake water quality results are also compared 10 the WHO

Drinking Water Quality Guidelines (2006) and Health Canada Drinking Water

Quality Guidelines (2006). The desired water quality can be obtained by filtration

process and Ultra violet (UV) radiation.

There are a number ofwalcr bottling systems available in the North America, such as

Norland International, Severn Trent, ZYI Corporation, Aqua Technology, Steelhead

and Siedel. In this study a combination of Siedel, Norland and Aqua Technology

systems are considered.
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6.2 Gisborne Lake Watershed Area

The Gisbome Lake is located at a distance of approximately 10 km north of the

community of Grand Le Pierre, on the south coast of Ne\vfoundland. The Lake

watershed area is a part of a hydrological region in the Newfoundland (Figure 6.1).

The regional classification is based on a study of peak flow data from 39 recording

stations, the Water Resources Management Division in the Department of

Environment and Conservation, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. There

are four hydrologically homogenous regions, identified in the province.. which also

has now-recording stations. The Gisborne Lake watershed area is within the western

boundary of Region A, "Avalon and Burin Peninsulas Region" (LGL, 1998).

Figure 6.1: Newfoundland and Labrador
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6.2.1 Topography

The Gisbome Lake catchments area has 103.5 km2
• and lotal Lake surface area is 26.2

km2 and remaining total downstream watershed area is 34.7 km2
• The Lake watershed

(Figure 6.2) is located at 150 - 200 m above sea level (LGL, 1998).

6.2.2 Drainage Systems

The feeder brooks. Doctor Brook, DUilcl Mary Ann Pond, Murray Pond Brook and

Moulting Pond Brook. are discharging 6.62 m3/second into the Gisbome Lake (Figure

6.2). South\\est brook extends at a distance ofabout 8 Ion from the Gisbome Lake 10

Saltwater al Long Harbor Sound (LGL. 1998).

6.2.3 Climate Data

The Gisbomc Lake centre is a! a distance of 15 km from the south coastline. There is

no Climate Recording Station: Pools Cove Climate Station at a distance of 50 km

from the Lake is considered for climate data. Environment Canada.. provides m:ord

for mean precipitation data for Pools Cove.

Environment Canada also provides temperature records for Pools Cove station, which

may be considered for the Gisbome Lake. According to the "Water Resources Alias"

mean annual temperature at Pools Cove and the Gisoome Lake are between SoC to

7.SoC, and minimum temperature goes to -16.8°C(LGL 1998).
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Figure 6.2: The Gisborne L.ake Watershed Area

Environment Canada at Gander and St. Lawrence are the closest station for wind data

records. Wind speed in Gander ranges between 17 - 25 kmIhour and St. Lawrence

ranges bemeen 18 - 32 km/hour (LGL, 1998).

In an Environment Canada. proceedings on the "Climate Change and Climate

Variability in Atlantic Canada." a paper presented by PJ Lewis on the future trends on

climate parameters, has indicaled extreme lemperature and precipitation events in the

Maritime Provinces during 1944 to 1990. Considering these trends, weather is

expected 10 become colder and stormy weather in the future.
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6.2.5 Water Quality

As reported the Gisbome Lake has a water capacity of about 139 million cubic meters

by LGL (1998). The water quality of the lake hasa low level of 10 mg/litertotal

dissolved solids (fDS). A water quality analysis of Gisbome Lake is presented in the

Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Water Quality Analysis of Cisborne L.ake

Chemicals and Minerals
Sodium
Potassium

Calcium
Ma nesium
Alkalinity las CaCO)
Sulfate
Chloride
Reactive Silica asSi02
Ortho Phosphorus as P
Nitrate + Nitrite as N
Ammonia asN
Iron
Man~anese

Copper
Zinc
Color
Turbidit
S cific Conductance
PH
Dissolved Or anic Carbon

Total Dissolved Solids DS

Value me/liter
2.5
0.1
0.7
0.3
2.0
2.0
2.9
0.5

<0.01
<0.05
<0.05
0.03

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

<5
0.2
24.3
6.1
2.2
10.0

Source: MDS Environmental Services Limited, 1997

The Lake can be treated with filtration process including micro-filtration and ullra-

filtration and ultraviolet (UV) radiation processes. The water quality analysis results
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are compared with the WHO and Health Canada Drinking Water Quality Guidelines,

as presented in the Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Comparison of Drinking Waler Qualily Guidelines

MineralslCbemic:als

Calcium
Chloride
Copper
Fluoride

lro"
Manganese
Ma nesium

Ortho Phosphorus
Sodium
Sulfate
TDS
Zinc

WHO
mp/lifer

250

J.5
0.3
0.1

250

Health Canada Gisborne Lake
{mp/liter mp/liter

0.7
~250 2.9
~ 1.0 <0.01

1.5 3.0
~0.3 0.03
~0.5 <0.01

0.3
<0.01

.200
~5oo 2.0
~ 500 10
~5.0 <0.01

Source: WHO (2006). Health Canada (2006) and MDS Environmental Services.. 1997

6.2.6 Water Withdrawal

Water withdrawal facilities consist of equipment for transmining water from the

source into the storage tank. The pumping machine may include a water screen in the

inlet and a valve for supporting facilities for pipe installation. There are various types

and sizes of water pumps for bouled water industry purposes. The pumps with

discharge capacity of 60 gallons/minute or 227.4 liters/minute can be appropriate for

water withdrawal purposes for a small bouled water facility, while pumps with

discharge capacity of 300 gallons/minute or 1.137 liters/minute are adequate for big

bottled water facility. Figure 6.3, illustrates a standard facilities for small to medium
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bottled water industry. Water storage and water treatment is operated at the same time

as blow molding system. Once water is pumped from the source, it is stored into

stainless steel st()nllge tanks. The standard capacity of \I,ater treatment is usually 10 to

60 gallonfminute or 2.27 to 13.64 mJlhour. The water treatment process may in\'olve,

micro-filtration, and UV for disinfection process, depending on the water source

quality.

6.2.7 Water Treatment Process

There are some organic and inorganic chemicals. which must be removed from the

lake water. A two steps filtration process. including micro-filtration and ultra

filtration may be used to remove debris, leaves, algae. fish and any other material in

Ihe lake water as shown in thc Figure 6.1.

Gisbome lake water quality analysis result presents calcium (Ca) level as 0,7 mgfliter

and magnesium (Mg) level as 0.3 mglliter. WHO and Health Canada water quality

guidelines does not provide any levels of concentration for calcium and magnesium,

but the heallh benefit are well documented according to WHO (2004) repon

'Nutrients in Drinking Water.' In the mineral injection process these levels of minerals

according to drinking water guidelines may be maintained.
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6.2.7.1 Micro-filtration

As depicted in the Figure 6.3. the micro-filtration is a screen installed in the intake of

"'ater withdrawal facili!). carbon filter, ultra·fiItration system, and naoo-filtration

system. The screen may eliminate debris such as leaves., algae. fish or any material

coming to the water source.

Figure 6.3 Water Treatment Process for Gisborne lake

Source: Adapted from Pailhes. 1997

6.2.7.2 Ultra-filtration

As detailed in the Figure 6.3, ultra·filtration is a pretreatment process before water

enlers 10 the nano-filtration system. This process further removes molecular particles.

viruses and smaller panicles before lhe storage of ",ater.
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6.2.8 Ultra Violet (UV) Radiation

As discussed in the chapter Ill, literature review of this study the ultra-violet (UV)

radiation can be used to disinfect the lake water before using it in waler bottling for

rinsing and filling purposes (Figure 6.4). The UV radiation is emitted from electron

flow through ionized mercury vapor to produce UV energy. The UV energy radiation

waves range from 100 to 400 nm long (between the X-ray and visible light

spectrums). The UV disinfection may utilizes either of the following configuration:

Low-pressure lamps. emits maximum energy at a wavelength of253. 7 nm,

Medium-pressure lamps, emit energy with wavelengths from 180-1370 nm or

Lamps, emits at other wavelengths with a higher intensity.

Ultravoilet
RadlaUon

Figure 6.4: Ultra Violet Disinfection Process

Source: Adapted from Hofmann and Andrews. 2002
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6.3 Integrated Blow Molding Process

An integrated blow molding system (BM·600) for polyethylene terephthalate (pEl)

bottles as presented in the Figure 6.3. The PET bottles are most commonly used in the

bottled water industry. In the blow molding process, PET water bottles can use

custom molds. A production capacity of 600 to 3000 boules can be reached for

producing bottled water size of 1.5 litters. The treated water can be used to rinse the

boules produced by blow molding system. A separate section, outside the 'Clean

Room,' is used for the blow molding process. A conveyor system located on the exit

of blow molding system leads to the 'Clean Room.'

6.4 Water Bottling Process

6.4.1 Clean Room

The water bouling process can be perfonned in a 'Clean Room' at a controlled

temperature and contaminant free environment. 'Clean Room' and the water bouling

system should be properly designed to maintain contaminant free clean water, as

shown in the Figure 6.5. Physical surroundings of the 'Clean Room' should be

aesthetically pleasant as it is important for a quality bottled water production facility.

The 'Clean Room' should a good air circulation system in order to remove moisture

and ozone gases (Vickers, 1998).

The bottled water production facility should follow the Department of Environment

and Conservation, Health Canada, Canadian Bottled Water Association (CBWA) and

other Federal Guidelines. The water bottling process includes (i) automatic bottle
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inspection (ii) rinsing (iii) filling (iv) mineral injection (v) capping (vi) bottle turner

(mixer) (vii) labeling and Shrink wrapping (viii) distribution, as detailed in the Figure

6.3.

A small bottled water production facility can be approximately 25 meter by 40 meter

or about 1,000 square meters. The plant operations can have two noors. The ground,

noor with an area of approximately 800 square meters, can be used for water bottling

process and other facilities.

6.4.2 Automatic Bottle Inspection

As detailed in Figure 6.5, the bottles should be inspected checks for defects such as

chipped neck, finish and other bottle defonnations in a large-scale production. An

automatic bottle inspection machine is an imponant component in a 'super block'

configuration. These machines can be installed within the 'super block' configuration,

and the bottle inspection system may be incorporated within the filler operation

system. The bottle inspection can be electronically interfaced with the 'filler system'

(Vickers. 1998).

6.4.3 Rinsing

As detailed in the Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, rinsing process with a bollle rinser

system (BF·300), which may includes 'rotating rinser carousel', a 'bottle platform' and

a 'conveyor belt system.' Conveyor openings into filler room should be properly

designed to pennit passage of a bottle. In the idle condition, the conveyor opening
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musl be covered. A positive pressure ventilation system is used to supply a fillered air

curtain. The rinsing process starts before filling of the bottle (Vickers, 1998).

Figure 6.5: Water Bottling Process (Super Block)

Source: Adopted from Technology of Boltled Water, 1998

I. Bottle Inspection 2. Rinsing 3. Filling 4. Mineral Injection
5. Capping 6. Bottle Turner (Mixer) 7. Labeling 8. Distribution

6.4.4 Filling

As detailed in the Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, filling process with a bollie filler system

(BF-JOO), which may include 'rotating filling carousel', a 'bollle platfonn' and a

'conveyor belt system.' Conveyor openings should be properly designed to pennit

passage ofa boule. In the idle condition, the conveyor opening must be covered In the

filling system, the bottles are transferred from a conveyor belt through 'star wheel
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system.' In a standard water bottling system, rinser, filler and capper are interfaced.

The bollies entering in the filling process from the 'star wheel' are properly pitched

with the valve location in the 'rotating filler carousel' (Vickers, 1998).

A bottle 'neck support system,' can be used as bollle clamping device within the

system design. In this process with the help of 'neck support system' and without

lifting the platfonn, bollie is placed under the filling valve position. To reduce

defonnation and shrinkage in the PET bottle, the 'neck support system,' may position

bottle under the 'filling valve.' In the 'super block' configuration, automatic inspection,

rinsing. filling. capping and labeling with inter connecting conveyor system can be

interfaced (Vickers. 1998).

6.4.5 Mineral Injection

As shown in the Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, the 'super block' may include mineral

injection while bottle closing and mixing is processed. The mineral injection of

calcium, magnesium or any OIher mineral in a balanced amount can provide safe

bottled water. According to bottled water mineral web site, recommended daily

calcium intake between 800 mg 10 1000 mg and magnesium daily intake 300 mg to

400 mg. To introduce a balanced amount of mineral injection can further add a

component within the 'filler block.' The filler unit is interfaced with a special 'star

wheel' arrangement that incorporates a mineral injection system. This is interfaced

with a 'rotary capping machine block' with a 'bottle turning carousel' (Vickers, 1998).
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Figure 6.6: Water Bottling Process

Source: Aqua Technologies, 2006

6.4.6 Capp;ng

As illustrated in the Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, the bottle capping is applied at this

stage (Senior, 1998).
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6.4.7 Bottle Turner (Mixer)

As detailed in the Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, in this section bottle turning or mixing

process is perfonned, before entering to the labeling section.

6.4.8 Labeling and Shrink Wrapping

As shown in the Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. after the process of boule turning, the

boule enters the labeling section, where labels arc applied. After labeling, shrink

wrapping (polymer plastic material) is applied. which fornlS a seal and covers the

bollied water (Senior, 1998).

6.4.9 Distribution

Once the production processes cycle is complete, the produced bottles are place on

pallet structures Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, mobile lifts and other devices are used in

the transportation of water bottles. Finally the bottled water is ready for the

distribution and export.

There is a considerable potential to develop bottled water production facility in view

of the Gisbome Lake water quality. It is important to remove some organic and

inorganic chemicals from the lake water. A four steps filtration process, i.e., micro

filtration, carbon filtration, ultra-filtration and nano-filtration can be used to remove

debris, leaves, algae, fish and other undesirable clements from the lake water. The

ultra·violet (VV) radiation can be an effective method to disinfect the lake water

before using it for water bottle rinsing and filling purposes.
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6.5 Environmental Impact on the Gisborne Lake Watershed Area

6.5.1 Environmental Impact and Sustainability

The environmental impact due to water withdrawal from the Gisbome Lake depends

on the location of the water bottling industry. In any natural conditions., if water is

withdrawn from any water body, there is a proportionate drop in the water levels of

the water body. Due to water withdrawal. from a river, down stream flows will be

affected and will be affected as water level decrease. In a water withdrawal from

ground water source, the water table will drop accordingly. The water withdrawal

may take place naturally through outflows, infiltration and evaporation. However,

water withdrawal, may also add the water balance of inflows and outflows. As

pointed out by Feehan (2001), significant parameters include:

o Waler withdrawal quantity

o Environmental impact due 10 water withdrawal

A large quantity of water withdrawal, may result drop in water levels of the Gisbome

Lake, which may in tum affect the environment of surroundings. The environmental

impact may include decline in water quantity, which may affect other water uses, such

as a sustainable level for fish habitat. Water withdrawal may also create ecological

change in due course of time, such as water quality, temperature, sedimentation and

deposition. All these environmental impacts will depend upon the location and size of

theprojecl.

Since all water flows are directed towards sea, there are many estuarine environments,

where low water levels may adversely affect the environment. Generally most of the
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intertidal zooes are small .... hich are not affected by freshwater flows. In the marine

cnvironment, currents and tides have a role in controlling water quality. According to

Feehan (2001), precipitation in Newfoundland ranges between 700 mm to 1,700 mm

per year.

Sustainability parameters demand that "water withdrawal should create a condition

that surplus water should be available at all times in thc future." If water withdrawals

and local conditions are appropriately managed, an indefinite sustainability may be

achie...·ed.

In Newfoundland and Labrador, the monitoring of water flows for about 85

hydrometric stations and a Geographical Information System (GIS) database is

developed for any .... ater related de ...elopmental actl\'ity for the gmernment and

industry. Feehan (2001) observes that water ..... ithdrawal can be a sensitive issue in

terms of water resources engineering and management. An Environmental

Assessmcnt process requires, a detailed cxamination of the prolX'Scd project and the

evaluation of future environmental impacts on the ecosystems. Although

Environmental Assessment process is perfonned as per the go...emment guidelines,

public imolvement is fundamental to this process. In case an ad...·erse effect is

identified by a proposed project, mitigation measures should be proposed, and in case

ofnon..(;ompliance the proposed project can be rejectcd.
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6.5.2 Water Use Authorization

In case of a bonled water project, the project may be referred to water use

authorization division for appropriate permits. Permits may contain relevant terms and

conditions for a specific project to ensure that project adhere to regulations and adopt

appropriate environmental protection practices. Water use authorization allows,

operation to proceed, using water from a specific source, for water bonling production

for a specified period of time. The permits issued by the Water Use Authorization are

issued by the Department of Environment and Conservation, which addresses

environmental, sustainability and monitoring issues and concerns. The department

may include some of the conditions:

o Crown retains ownership of water rights: water use permit will be non

exclusive.

o Communities and other water users will be protected for present and fUlUre

waterrcquircments.

o Water quality should not be affected due to water use and water required to

sustain fish and fish habitat.

o Water use operation should not cause erosion, flooding, water quality

deterioration and ground water depletion.

o Tcrms and condition should contain provisions for pollution prevention,

marine interference, public safety for water users.

6.5.3 Environmental Impact on the Gisborne Lake Watershed Area

As discussed in the LGL (1998) study, the environmental factors may be examined

for the effect of changes in the water levels and ecology of the Gisbome Lake. To
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maintain Lake water quality within natural limits is advantageous, as it is likely to be

affected by flooding or pollutants. There can be three main environmental issues

concerning the water withdrawal from the Gisbome Lake:

o Water level changes in the Gisbome Lake may affect environmental

conditions in the watershed area, "'hich may create ecological imbalance.

o Fish migration between the Gisbome Lake and the upper reaches of Southwest

Brook.

o Fish habitat in the lower reaches ofSouthwest Brook.

As per the LGL (1998) <;tudy estimates water withdrawal of 3oo.000mJ,/week and

SooJ)OOm}/v.·eek, may not affect the natural environmental conditions. Feehan (2001)

obsen-es that the environmental assessment process indicate that the water withdrawal

for water bottling project at the Gisbome Lake, \\ould not have a negative

environmental impact. TIle \\'3ter withdrawal for \\'3ter bottling industry at the

Gisbome Lake is estimated as approximately 6 million liters or 6OOOmJ/year, "'hich

are much lower than the 3oo.000nbweek water withdrawal, as thus may not

adversely effect the environment and sustainability of the Gisbome Lake watershed
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Chapter VII

SHIPPING AND TRANSPORT

7.1 Introduction

Shipping has an important role in the transportation system. With the advent of

containerization, shipping companies are now capable of providing an economical

transportation. Approximately 250 shipping companies are providing transportatioll

services globally. Frost (2005) projects 10% growth in the container port. Asia is the

largest market for container shipment. International supply chain management and

trade liberalization has considerably increased the demand for containerized transport.

North American has witnessed significant container volume growth during the last

decade. Canadian ports handled approximately 4 millions Twenty Equivalent Feet

Units (TEU) of containers in 2004.

Newfoundland and Labrador Refining Corporation (NLRC) has submitted a proposal

for the construction of a new oil refinery al Southern Head in Arnold's Cove region,

Placentia Bay, Newfoundland and Labrador, with an initial production capacity of

300,000 barrels per day that will be expanded to 600,000 barrels per day in future. In
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the light of the development in Arnold's Cove area, Placentia Bay, Newfoundland and

Labrador. three transportation models are presented for bottled water export.

Transport by shuttle service by Maersk orO<:eanex (1004 TEU)

Transport by Suez vessels (42,000 1)

Transport by VLCC Vessel (260,000 1)

Considering the favorable cost of transportation from Newfoundland and Labrador

and proximity to potential markets, the Canadian companies should explore the

possibility for bottled water export by shuttle service or Suez vessel to the United

States and by VLCC vessel to the Middle East. This chapter provides a brief

description on the cargo handling at various Canadian ports.

7.2 Transportation System

Shipping is one of the most important components in the transportation system. The

shipping companies are now capable of providing an economical mode of

transportation to various destinations and thus are contributing in the efficient

delivery of goods to every part of the world. Considering the growing demand for

shipping, an integrated transportation system should be designed to meet the specific

market requirements (Stopford, 1997). Most of the cargo shipping companies are

using containerized transportation system, and can be categorized as follows:
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Containerships

Multi-purpose ships

Tween decker

General cargo liners

There has been a tremendous growth in the container ships, rising from 750 to 2094

between 1997 and 2004. In the containerization operation, bigger ships are preferred,

which are believed to provide economics of scale (Stopford, (997).

7.2.1 Shipping Companies

Currently about 250 companies are offering shipping services. Ten biggest shipping

companies. detailed in Table 7.1, control 1I%ofthe dry bulk fleet, 17% of the tanker

fleet, and 35% of container ship fleet. In order to achieve greater economies of scale

in transportation, bigger ships and more frequent services are required. Major

companies such as APL, OOCL, MOL, and Nedlloyd have forged an alliance with

187 container ships to provide an integrated Europe-Far East services. Another

alliance among Hapag-Lloyd, NOL, NYK, and P&OCL includes 182 ships. In 1995,

two large shipping companies, Maersk and Sealand, fonned an alliance with 206 ships

(Stopford, 1997).
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Table 7.1: International Shipping Companies

Shipping Companies

Container Capacity
Twenty Fect

Equivalent Unit
(TEUl

Number of
Ships

Market
Share

AP Moller-Maersk Groun 1,665,272 549 18.2
Mediterranean Shipping SA 748,248 299 8.6
CMA COM 507,954 256 5.6
Evergreen Marine 477,911 153 5.2
Haoag-L1oyd 412,344 \40 4.5
China ShiDDin' Lines 346,493 111 3.8
American President Line 331,437 99 3.6
Han'in-Senator 328,794 145 3.6
COSCO 332,326 118 3.5
NYK Line 302,213 105 3.3
Source. International MaritIme OrgamzatlOn (IMO), Lamb (2004), Maersk ShlPPlllg Lmes
and Siopford (1997)

7.2.2 Container Port Growth

As shown in the Table 7.2, Asia is projected to experience the biggest container port

growth during the years 2004 to 2015. In the ncar future, exceptionally high container

port demand is expected in the world.

Table 7.2: Container Port Growth

Region

Asia
Americas
North America
EurooeJMedctarararian
Others
Total

2004 2010
(Million TEU) (Million TEUl

159.1 240.5
62.2 90.7
41.1 56.9
74.1 105.8
36.8 58.2
332.2 495.1

Source. Brook and Frost, 2005
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IMB);o" TEUl

303.4
118.8
71.6
139.5
85.6
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7.2.3 North American Container Traffic

International economic trends, particularly supply chain and trade liberalization has

greatly contributed in the demand for containerized transport. In the North America,

container volumes have shown a remarkable growth in the last decade. As shown in

Table 7.3, North American TEUs grew about 7% and is expected to grow every year.

The containerized transport growth varies from port to port depending on the port

infrastructure facilities.

Table 7.3: Container Traffic in Canada and the United States (2000 - 2004)

7.2.4 Canadian Ports

[n 2004, Canadian ports handled about 4 millions TEUs. Container cargo handled at

various ports, i.e. the port of Vancouver, Montreal, Halifax, Saint John and S1. John's

are presented in the Table 7.4. In 2004, the port of Vancouver handled 1,700,000

TEUs, Montreal handled [,226,296 TEUs, Halifax handled 525,553 TEUs, the port of

Saint John handled 50,000 TEUs and the port of S1. John's handled approximately,

70,000 TEUs.
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Table 7.4: Container Cargo Handled at Canadian Ports (2004)

Canadian Port Carl!o Handled E
Vancouver 1,700,000

Montreal 1,226,296
Halifax 525,553
Saint John 50.000
St.John's 70,000

Source. Canadran Ports web sItes, 2006

7.3 Container Details

7.3.1 Container Specification

There are several types of containers; Maersk has one of the biggest operations in the

world. Oceanex has the largest container-shipping terminal in the province, which

connects North American destinations. Oceanex has services (0 Halifax, Montreal,

and Comer Brook and is capable of handling container ships with better capacity.

Various types of container and their specifications are presented in the Table 7.5.

Table 7.5: Container Specifications

Container Type

45' High Cube

Dimension(m)
LIWxH

13.5x2.3x2.7 85.7 28,390

45'Reefer

40' High Cube

40' Dry Freight

20' Dry Freight

40' Open Top

40' Reefer

13.5x2.3x2.7 85.7 28,390

12.0x2.3x2.7 76.0 29,600

12.0x2.3x2.4 67.0 27,400

5.9x2.3x2.4 33.0 22,100

12.0x2.3x2.2 64.0 26,181

11.2x2.2x2.1 55 27,400

Source. Maersk, 2006
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There are several types of container shipments; Maersk has one of the largest ship

liner operations in Canada. The container specifications are presented in the Table

7.6.

Table 7.6 Container S~ifications

Container
Capacity Number of Extreme Payload Status

Type
of Case Bottles ";~:)hl (kg)

40' High Cube 3304 39,648 75,992 28,400 Overpay
1000

40' Dry Freight 2926 35,112 67.298 27,400 Overpay
1000

20' Dry Freight 1435 17,220 33,005 22,100 Overpay
1000

20' Open Top 1374 16,488 31.602 21,826 Overpay
1000

40' Open Top 2783 33,396 64,009 26.181 Overpay
10>1

40' Reefer 2391 28,692 54,993 27,400 Overpay
10>1

Container shipments are convenient, safe, easy to handlc, and the only effective

means for bottled water transportation. AIthough it is technically possible to transport

bottlcd water by air. the air transportation will not be a viablc mode of transportation

for bottled water.

7.3.2 Capacity of Container and Payload

The capacity of each container and maximum payload capacity are presented in the

Table 7.7 for the handling of bottled water cases.
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Table 7.7 Capacity of Containen for Handling of Boltled Water Cues

CODlainrr
of~=iZ.J)

No. of ";~)ht pa(e,2d Slat us
T"- Boltles

40' High Cube
3.304 39.652 61.461 29,600 Over payload

40' Dry Freight
2,926 35.113 69.305 21.400 Over payload

20' Dry Freight
1,435 17,217 26.687 22,100 Over payload

20' Open Top
1,374 16,487 25.555 21,826 Over payload

40' Open Top
2,783 33,391 51.751 28.390 Over payload

40' High Cube 2,861 34.330 69.305 27,400 Over payloadReefer
40' Reefer 23891 14.400 44J97 27,400 "'... 100d

Volume ofa case of bottled water is 0.023 m1 wilh "eight ofaboul 18.25 kg.

7.3.3 Efficient Payload in a Container

Based on the container specifications shown in the Table 7.6, it is evident that all

types of containers may not hundle the weight of boll led waler in its full load

condition. For example 40' Reefer container can handle 2391 bottled water cases or

28,692 bottles of 1.5 liter units in full load condilion. The "eight of bottled water in

40' Reefer conlainer will be 54,993 kg, which exceeds allowable load of the conlainer

that is 27,400 kg. Assuming this condition, the ma.ximum load of each type of

container relales to the weight of the total bottled water cases. Table 7.8 presents the

efficient load ofeach type ofcontainer.
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Tabl~ 7.8: Effici~nt Load of Each Type orConlain~r

Pa)"lold Emdml No. of Volum~of Volum~
Contlio~rT)l~ (kg) No. of Bottla Clws(m) Ptr«AIJIge

C....
40' High Cube

28.390 1,622 19,463 28 51

40' Dry Freight
27.400 2391 28.692 34.5 51

20' Dry Freight
22.100 1.211 14.532 27.9 84.40

20' Open Top
21.826 1,196 14351 27.5 87.05

40' Open Top
26.181 1,435 17.215 33.0 51.56

40' High Cube
27,400 1.544 18,529 35.5 53.97

Reefer
40' Reefer 27400 1,200 14,400 28 51

(Volume percentage - volume of eases/container capacity) x 100 'Yo)

7.3,4 Transportation Cost of Container

The cost of transportation for bottled .....ater from the production facility to the market

depends on the distance and Iype of container used. The cost is subject 10 a bunker

adjustment factor (BAF) and equipment imbalance surcharge (EIS). The' BAF is US$

105 and USS 210 for 20' and 40' containers respectively. The EIS is USS 225 and

US$ 450 for 20' and 40' containers respectively (Maersk, 2006). Assuming these

projections, the COSI oftransportalion, for various types of container, can be derived as

detailed in the Table 7.9.
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Table 7.9: Container Transportalion Cosl

Type Rales (USS) No. of Cases Rate/Case (USS)

45" Hi h Cube Container 4,500 1,556 2.89
40' Hi h Cube Container 4,395 1,622 2.71
40· Frei I Container 4,395 1.501 2.93
20· Frei t Container 3,720 1.211 3.07
20· nT Container 3.720 1.196 3.11
40· nT Container 4.395 1,435 3.06
40' Hi h Reefer Container 4,395 1,544 2.85
40' Reefer Container 4.500 1,200 3.75

Source. Maersk, 2006

(Based on BAF. EIS and container cost of 40' containers is assumed US$ 4,500)

Therefore, the cost of one case of 12 bottled water in a 40' Reefer Container is US$

3.75, which translates the cost of transport of one bottle of 1.5 liter as USS 0.31 or

USS 0.20 (20 cents) per liter.

7.4 Bottled Water Transport

This section provides discussion on three scenarios for the bottled water transport.

Bottles with 1.5 liter water capacity and total 4.0 million liter water production

capacity arc considered for the transportation. l1le first scenario is based on an

assumption of approximately 3,425,000 liters of bollied water by shunle service; the

sc<:ond scenario presents transpon by Suez vessel, and the third scenario is based on

the use VLCC vessel. The proposed scenarios are outlined as under:
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Transport by shuttle service (1004 TEU) from St. John's, Newfoundland

and Labrador to Boston. Philadelphia, ew York and Miami, the United

States.

Transport by Suez \-'essels (42.000 1) from St. John's, Newfoundland and

Labrador to Boston. Philadelphia. New York and Miami, the United

States.

Transport by VLCC vessel (260,000 1), which after delivering Arab light

crude oil at Newfoundland and Labrador Refining Corporation (NLRC)

refinery, at Southern I-lead, Placentia Bay, Newfoundland and Labrador,

can transport bottled .... ater on their way back to Jeddah and Dammam.

Saudi Arabia.

As discussed in the case study (chapter VI), a production capacity of 4.0 million

bottles per year with the 1.5 liter capacity of bottled water translates into a total

bottled water production capacity of6.0 million liters. Also, a scenario considering 28

million liters bouled water production capacity, provide production cost that confonns

to the economies of scale. In the light of these assumptions, capacity of one 40 feet

equivalent unit (FEU) container for three (3) bottled water in different sizes, i.e., 1.0

liter, 2.0 liter and 4.0 liter arc discussed in the subsequent section as shown in the

Table 7.10.
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Table 7.10: Capacity of Container (FEU) for Different Sizes of BoUles

IWttled Water liter
4L
2L
IL

Number of BoUles
6,850
13,700
27,400

Total Ca ad liten
27,400
27,400
27,400

According to container specification in Table 7.6, one 40' (FEU) container may

contain 67.0 ml of water (maximum payload of 27,400 kg) or 27,400 liters of water.

therefore, one container may accommodate bollies of different sizes, as detailed in

Table 7.11. A total cargo capacity of 1004 TEU or 502 FEU will be 13,700,000 liters

(13.7 million liters), as estimated in the Table 7.11.

Table 7.11: DiffereD! Sizes of Bottled Water Delivered at one Location

Size orBonle (L) FEU (40')/Sh'
4 25
2 50
I 50

Bottles/Containe
6850
13700
27400

Total Bottles
171250
685000
1370000

TotalQuantit (L)
685000
1370000
1370000

7.4.J Transportation and Cost by Shuttle Service

Assuming total 3,425,000 liters bottled water production in three different sizes of

bottles, i.e., 4.0 liter, 2.0 liter and 1.0 liter, can be transported to four destination of

the United States. Brooks and Frost (2006) present the cost of transport by various

vessels as shown in Table 7.12. According to this study, oceanex vessel cost US$

36,185 and is selected for the various destinations of the United States.
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Table 7.12: Ship Chartering and Operating Cost Per Day

Vessel Name Cost per day Operating Total Cost Cost pcrTEU
(USS) Cost Per day (USS) (USS)

Per day russ
Oceanex 19,672 16,513 36,185 72
Shamrock 7,900 8,624 16,524 83
Damen 8,579 14,704 23.283 57

Source. Brook and Frost, 2006

Cost of transport for one (I) day

Cost of transport for seven (7) days

Cost of transpori per liter

;0 US$ 36,185

; USS 253. 295

= US$ 0.018 or 1.8 cent (2 cents)

Table 7.13 Cost of Bottled Water Transport

Size of Boule (liter) Total Quantit (liter)
685000
1370000
1370000

Cost cr BOllle US$)
0.072
0.036
0.018

As presented in the Table 7.13, the cost of transport for 4.0 liter, 2.0 liter and 1.0 liter

bottle will be US$ 0.072, US$ 0.036 and US$ 0.018 respectively, which is

approximately two (2) cents per liter. If the vessel transit time will increase by eight

(8) to ten (10) days, the cost of transport for one liter may be 3 - 4 cents per liter.
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7.4.2 Transportation and Cost by Suez Vessel

Suez veSS(:1 is capable of canying a load of 42.000 metric tons. Assuming

transportation of28 million liters of bottled water sizes of 4.0 liter, 2.0 liter and 1.0

liter. A 40· (FEU) container can carry a payload of (maximum 27.400 kg) 25.000 kg

or 25,000 liters of water. Based on this logistics the number of containers required for

different sizes of bottled water can be listed as in Table 7.14.

Tablc 7.14: Bottled Watcr Transport

Bottle Size (liter Quantit liters

4 16,000.000
2 8,000,000
I 4,000,000

No.ofBoules
4.000.000
4,000,000
4.000,000

BottlesiContainc
6850
13700
27400

Containers
584
292
146

According to Feehan (200 I) repon. as evident from the data in Iabk 7.16. the cost of

transportation by Suez \-essel is US$ 26,000 per day. \\ohich can be translated to US$

0.65/m3. Thus a trip of 30 days will cost USS 19.5/m3 and a trip of 40 days will cost

USS 261m3
• The tranSport cost of bottled water can be calculated as follows:

Transport cost for 10 days for (1000 liters) of bottles

Transport cost for 30 days for (1000 liters) of bottles

Transport cost per liler

- US$ 6.5

- USS 19.5

- USS 0.065

In this analysis. the cost of transportation by shuttle service is 3 - 4 cents per liter, and

by Suez vessel the transport cost is approximately 6.5 cents per liter. The Suez vessel
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appears to be a more efficient in terms of transit time and shipping volume. However,

the cost of transport by shuttle service and by Suez vessel does not have much

difference. A ship chartering service can provide more competitive transportation

cost.

7.4.3 Transportation and Cos. by VLCC Vessel

Newfoundland and Labrador Refining Corporation (NLRC) has submitted a proposal

for the construction of a new oil refinery at Southern Head, Placentia Bay,

Newfoundland and Labrador, with an initial production capacity of 300,000 barrels

per day and to be expanded up to 600,000 barrels per day in future. NLRC can

explore the possibility of importing Arab light crude oil from Saudi Arabia to the

proposed oil refinery by a Very Large Crude Oil Vessel Carrier (VLee). Since

VLeC, after delivering crude oil to the refinery is likely to sail empty, feasibility

study for using suitably modified VLCC vessel to transport bottled water from

Southern Head, Placentia Bay, Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada to Jeddah and

Dammam, Saudi Arabia should be conducted.

The International Maritime Organization (IMO), and International Convention for the

Prevention of Pollution from Ship (MARPOL) have laid down parameters for the

design of oil tanker vessel. Since tanker vessels are used in international trading,

regulations governing tanker's design and construction are governed by international

rules and regulations. A modified VLCe vessel and ballast water section design can

provide a cargo facility for the bottled water transport to Saudi Arabia. The modified
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VLCC vessel design should take into consideration the environmental and safety

regulations in addition to adopting cargo and ballast water management practices.

In a tankcr vessel design, besides the environmental and safety standards, depth of

double bottoms and the width of the wing tanks are of significant considerations. A

design protocol called as the 'concept of protectively located (PL) spaces., requires that

the ballast tanks should be located in a defensive position. All tankers entering into

the Canadian and the United States water must have double hulls or an alternative

arrangement.

7.4.3.1 VLCC Vessel

There are a number of systems, which contributc in the overall functionality of a

tanker system needed for the transportation of oil safely and economically. Various

functions and systems are interrelated and therefore a systems approach is required to

develop an efficient tanker design. The tanker system consists of the storage and

transport of cargo including cargo tanks, tank gauging, cargo piping, tank heating,

tank cleaning, inert gas and cargo tank vcnting. Modem tankers can provide remotc

control operations of the cargo and ballast section from thc control room.

7.4.3.2 VLCC Vessel Cargo and Ballast Section

The oil tanker vessel's cargo-carrying section can be divided into different tanks by

longitudinal and transverse bulkhcads. Double bottom or double sides or double hull

is fitted in the cargo-earrying section ofan oil tanker. A pair of wing tanks are created

by longitudinal bulkheads. These wing tanks helps to reduce the free surface effect. A
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tankar can have several ballast tanks including double bottom tanks. wing tanks as

well as forepeak and aftpeak tanks. Adding ballaSl to a vessel lo"ers its cenler of

gravity. and increases the draft of the vessel. which helps for proper propeller

immersion. Table 7.15. presents the capacity of different sizes of tankers and ballast

section (Lamb, 2004).

Table 7.15: Capacity or Oil Tanken:

Tanker
Stena Vision VLCC
Murex VLCC
Poalr Endeavour
StcnaAlexia
British Harrier

Car oCa aei 01

351.700
345,000
161,229
141,783
170,000

Source. Lamb, 2004

BallastCa aei ' 01

107,743
99.800
60.841
55,544
54,000

A modified tanker design and ballast water management can provide cargo facility for

the bottled water containers. A detailed design analysis is required to adjust the

volume of ballast water taking into consideration the bottled water cargo weight.

7.5 Cost of Transportation by VLCC Vessel

This section discuses the cost of bonled waler transport by VLCC vessel. As

described in the case study (Chapter VI), the export of bottled waler 10 various

deSlinations, is based on North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and other

trade obligations. The feasibility for a large-scale bottled water export can be

examined to determine if the cost of transportation by vessel is cost effective.
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Feehan (2001) report re..eals that the daily cost of opern.tion by VLCC vessel, based

on the sensitivity cost analysis. is US$ 40,000, which translates to US$ 5.1 per m3 to

USS 6.8 per m3 for 30 days and 40 days return trip respecti'.·ely, as shown in Table

7.16.

Table 7.16: Tanker Cost 10 Volume and Rates per day

TankerC.patity Cost per day
fUsSl/mJ

30 Day Return 40 Day Return
Trl USS) I mJ Trip russ I mJ

VLCC (260,000 1)
~~ity230,000 mJ

emUS $40.OOOIda
Suezmax (130,000 1)
Capacity 120,000 mJ@US
$40.OOOIdav
Arrama:c (80,000 T)
Capacity 80.000 mJ

@'US $30.(lOO/day
ra-US S50 OOOI~
Suez(42,OOOl)
Capacity 40.000 mJ

(Q)US S26.000Jdav

0.17 5.1

0,33 9.9

0.37 11.1
0.62 18.6

0.65 19.5
Soul«. Feehan, 2001

6.'

13.2

14.8
24.8

26.0

According to information provided by Maersk shipping, transportation days from

Southern Head. Placentia. Newfoundland and Labrador to Jeddah and Dammam,

Saudi Arabia are 30 days and 40 days and a minimum cost of trn.nsportation is

unlikely to be below US$ 5.1 per m3 to US$ 6.8 per m3
.

Cost of 1.0 mJ (1000 liters)

Cost of 1.0 liter
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Therefore the cOS( of transpon from Southern Head to Jeddah and Dammam is likely

to be 0.5 to 0.7 cent per liter, which needs funher investigation.

A container transit time to Saudi Arabia is presented in the Table 7.17. The prices are

subject to a bunker adjustment factOl'" (BAF) and equipment imbalance surcharge

(EIS). The BAF is USSI05 and USS 210 fOf 20' and 40' containers respectively. The

EIS is US$ 225 and USS 450 for 20' and 40' containers respectively (Maersk. 2006).

Table 7.17: Transit Time from St. John's to Saudi Arabia

Ori in Destination TransilTime

St.John's Jeddah 30 days

St.John's Jeddah 30 days

St.John·s Dammam 40 days

St.John's Dammam 40 days

Source. Maersk, 2006

Assuming a total production capacity of28 million liters bottled water with 4.0 liter,

2.0 liter, and 1.0 liter bottle capacity as detailed in the Table 7.19, a 40' (FEU)

container may carry a maximum payload of 27,400 kg or 27,400 liters of water.

Therefore, a payload 0(25,000 kg (maximum payload 27,4000 kg) or 25,000 liters of

water for different sizes of bottles may require the number of containers as projected

in Table 7.18.
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Table 7.18: Bohled Water Transport

Bottle (liter),
2

uantit liter
16,000,000
8.000,000
4,000,000

Bottles
4,000,000
4,000.000
4.000.000

Bonks/Container
6850
13700
27400

Conlainers

'"292

"6

As shown in the Table 7.15, a VLCC vessel hasa carrying capacity of351,7oo m).

Cost oflJ'ansport per day by VLCC vessel = US$ 40,000

Cost oflJ'ansport for 30 days - 30 x 40.000 = US$ 1,200.000 (US$ 1.2 million)

Cost oflJ'ansport for 40 days - 40 x 40.000 = US$ 1,600,000 (US$ 1.6 million)

Since the VLCC vessel is likely to return empty after delivering crude oil. lhe cargo

space can be utilized for the transportation of bottlcd watcr. If a preferential cost at

20"10 less than of crude oil transport cost is taken into consideration, projected results

are as follows:

Cost ofTransportation to Jeddah ,. USS 240.000

Cost ofTransportation to Dammam ,., USS 320.000

Cost of transport per liter = USS 0.0085 or cent 0.85,

Cost of transport per liter = USS 0.0 II or 1.1 cent

(maximum 2.0 cents)
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In this analysis, lhe transportation COSI is US$ 0.011 (maximum 2.0 cents) per liler for

Saudi Arabia. The transportation cost by shunle service which is likely to be 1·2 cent

per liter for Saudi Arabia needs to be investigated. A erude oil cargo with a capacity

of26O.000 mJ (maximum capacity 351.700 ml
) can be used to transport boule<! water

wilh 28.000 ml (28,000.000 lilers) capacity. This will require modifications in the

VLCC tanker design to use for the bottled waler transportation. The next chapter VIII

provides feasibility analysis considering the maximum cost of transportation and for

assessing the export potential for bottled waler.

Based on the discussion and the analysis, number of conclusions can be drawn. The

short sea shipping such as Sucz vessel as suggested by Brook and Frost (2006)

appears to be lhe best option. However, further analysis for using time chartered

container ships and large Ro-Ro ships such 3-<; Altina appears to be a bener altemati\e.

Ho\\ever. further analysis is required to detennine the benefits of using time chartered

container ships and large Ro-Ro ships such as Altina.

In tenns of the II1l.nspon cost, shon sea shipping appears to be very compelitive.

Ho\\ever. it requires funher investigation to establish the cost-effectiveness of the

transportation cost. The cost of transportation by shuttle service is 3·4 cents per liter

and by Suez vessel 6.5 cents per liter for the United States. The transportation cost by

VLCC. as analyzed, is I - 2 cent per liter for Saudi Arabia, which, however, needs to

be further investigated.
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The promotion of short sea shipping can considerably reduce the traffic congestion,

improve the utilization of waterway capacity, and reduce the impact of greenhouse

gas emission. The short sea shipping can also increase the efficiency of the

transportation system in the North America. There also appears to exist considerable

prospects for the collaboration with African, Asian and the Middle East agencies for

providing the transfer of technology from Canada to these countries.
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Chapter YIn

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

8.1 Introduction

The financial analysis demonstrates the feasibility for establishing a bottled water

mdustry: it also examines the feasibility of the bottled water export from

Newfoundland and Labrador to various international destinations. A financial analysis

for the production ora 4.0 million pef)ear (1.5 liter bottled water) is presented in this

chapter. The analysis will include the following components:

Capital Cost

Production Cost

Raw material Cost

Packaging Cost

Labor Cost

Transportation Cost

Cost Benefit Analysis
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8.2 Capital Cosllnvestment

The capital COSi inveslment consists of the cost of building conSiruction and the COSI

of the production plant. 11Ie capital in"estment is a basis for calculating annual cost

using depreciation cOS! and interest rate.

8.2.1 Building COSI

There is no standard design for bottled water produclion facility. I-Iowever, a building

area of 1,000 square meters is a reasonable size for bottled water production. The COSI

ofland and building per square meter is approximately US$ 800 (Norland Inc., 2006).

8.2.2 Plant Cost

In the water bottling process. the COS! of equIpment used for ....ater withdrawal, water

storage. water treatment PET bottle raw material cost. blo\~ molding process. rinsing.

filling. and labeling process. wrapping and packaging process is being considered.

The cost offacililies.. equipments and inSiallation are gi\'en in Table 8.1 (Norland Inc..

2006).
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Tablr: 8.1: Cosl ofWaler Bonling Plant

a. Water Withdr1l~'al Facilities

• Water Pump and Pipe Installation

b. Watu Trt:atment Facilities

- Stainless Steel StOl1lge Tank

• Disinfection System (DP-I 0)

- Spares filter for DP-IO

• Water Storage Control

e. Blow Molding Proees5 and COSI of Raw malerial

• Blow Molder System (BM-600)

-Mould

• Spares for Blow Molder (BM-600)

- Spares for Preheater (BM-600)

d. Waler RoWing I'rocess Facilities

- Bouie Rinser (BR-3000)

- Bottle Filler (BF.3000)

- Spares for BF-3000

-COllVe}Or

- Spares for Con\C)OT

• Rotary Feed Table (48")

• Compressor for Bonling (7.5 HP)

c. Labeling Proces5 Facililies

• Bottle Date Coder

• Spares Dale Coder

• Boule Labeler and Capper (LC·3000)

• Cap Clincher (CC·3000)

r. Wrapping and Packaging Facililies

• Bottle Wrapping and Packaging Facililies

Total Planl Cost

Building Cost

Total Capital Cost InveSlment

Source. Norland Inc., 2006
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3.500

4,000

12,792

16.752

192

79,827

11,200

3,098

1,053

17,264

35,788

3,060

10,000

99

10,699

3,600

14.371

538

79.843

11,757

47,600

367,033

800,000

1.167,033



8.2.3 Depreciation Cost

Depreciation cost is calculated by dividing tOlal building cost and plant cost by the

number of capital years. The number of capital years usually considered are 7 years.

A simple fonnula for the calculation ofdepreciation is given as:

D= BC+PC
yea'

D = 367,033 + 800.000 17 '" U5$ 166,719

Where D is the depreciation (U5$). BC is the tolal building cost (U5$). PC is the tOlal

plant cost (U5$), and year is the capital years. Based on the building cOSI and total

planl cost, the depreciation every year will be US$ 166,719.

8.2.4 Interest Cost

Annual financial interest rate for bottled water induslry is taken as 8%. Based on the

currenl interest rale value, interest to be paid can be calculatcd as follows:

1= lR x lC
1= 0.08 x 1,167.033 = U5S 93,362

Where I is the total interest to be paid (U5$), IR is the annual interesl rate, and IC is

the tolal investment cost. If the annual industrial interest rate is 8%, the interest to be

paid will be US$ 93,362 per year.
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8.3 Production Cost

Production cost consisls of the cost of source water, waler withdrawal process, waler

treatmenl process, blow molding process, filling process, labeling process, packaging

process, labor, and transportation.

8,3.1. Cost of Source Water

Source water price or water royalty depends on the location of industry. Water royally

of Newfoundland and Labrador is US$ 0.67/mJ
. Based on Ihis price, the 10taJ cost of

source water for 4 million bottled water productions are calculated as:

RWC=4000000x (WB+WR) xO.67
1000

Where, RWC is the total source water cost (US$). WB is the volume of water in every

boule (1.5 liter), and WR is the volume of waler required for rinsing and cleaning

(0.15 x WB). Based on the equation as above, the amount of water annually needed is

6,900 mJ wilh a price ofUS$ 4,623.

8.3.2. Cost of Water Withdrawal

Operational COSI for waler withdrawal is based on Ihe amount of eleclricity used for

conveying water from the source 10 the storage facililies. The pump with discharge

capacity of 225 lilers per minute consumes 1.1 kW of electricity. Bottled water

production of 15,000 per day of 1.5 liter boUled water size will need 25,875 liters of
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water every day for bottle rinsing and filling. The pump will operate about two hours

e\-ery day to fulfill the requirement of water for daily bouled waler production. If the

annual effective operalional days are 260 days and the price of electricity is SO.08

IlWh. the annual cost of water \\ ithdrawal process will be about US$ 42.

8.3.3. Cost of Blow Molding and Raw material

Total cost of raw material for bottling is the function of annual production, volume

required per boltle, and price of raw materia1. The cost of raw material for bottles can

be calculated as:

RBC", 4000000x~ x RC
100/)

Where RBC is the total cost of ra\\ material for bou1es (USS). VB is the volume of

raw material for PET bottle required for every boule (l). and RC is the price of raw

matcrial (USS/m}). lIo\\e\er, there is a standard price, \\hich can be used for the

production of bottled water in Canada. As obtained from Side!. standard prices are

approximately 7.2 cent per liter of boltle. This price includes the cost of raw material

and electricity. Based on this price and the production of 4.000,000 bottled water per

year. the annual cost for blow molding process is USS 100,000 (Sicdel. 2005).

Cost of Boules - 4.000.000 x 0.025 - USS 100.000
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8.3.4. Cost of Electricity in Rinsing, Filling and Labeling

The IOlal cost of filling and labeling process is a combination of the price of

electricity required by each faeilil)' in the process. In the following Table 8.2. list of

facilities and amount of electricity needed for the operation is presented (Noland Inc.,

2006).

Table 8.2: Cost ofEI«tricity in Rinsing, Filling and Labeling

No. Facilities

Bottle Rinser BR-3000

Electric ~~~umPtion

0.6
Bottle Filler BF-3000
Conve or

0.2
1.1
1.1

7.5 H!'L-.- --~ 1:-
1.1

Bottle Date Coder
Bottle Labeller and Ca r LC·3000

ROlan Feed Table 48'
Com ressor for Bottlin

C Clincher CC·3000
Source: Norland Inc. 2006

1.1

Total cost of electricity is, then, cakulated as:

EC· L(EfIxEUC)xPC

Where EC is the total electricity cost (USS). EH are the annual effective operation

hours, rEUC is the total of electricity used by the facilities (kWh), and PC is the unit

cost ofelectricity (USSlkWh). Table 8.3 presents the annual price required for rinsing.

filling and labeling process based on the type offacilitics and their "'oding hours.
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Table 8.3: Annulil Cost of Rinsing, Filling lind Labeling (U )

Source: Norland Inc.• 2006

Facilities

8"
7.5 HP

Electricity
k'
0.'
0.2
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
2.0

Worklttg
Hounfda'

PriCC'unit Anna.leosl
S/kWh

0.08 99.84
0.08 33.28
0.08 183.04
0.08 183.04
0.08 183.04
0.08 183.04
0.08 183.04
0.08 183.04
0.08 332.8

1.564

Electricily needed for miscellaneous processes include electricity for wrapping,

packaging. light and other facility al the production plant such as heater and air

conditioner.

8.4. Packaging Cost

The cost of every case ofbouled water will depend on Ihe price oflhe material of the

case. Total cost "ill be USS 0.30 for e...·ery case conlaining 12 units of bonled waler.

Based on this price. total annual cost for packaging will be USS 100.000. The

breakdown of packaging process price is presented in the Table 8.4.

PC = 4,000,000 112 x 0.30 = USS 100.000
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Table 8.4: Packaging Material for Bottled Water

No.
r
2

Packa in Material
C""
T

Parka in Cost US$
0.58
0.05

8.5 Labor Cost

W,

Bands
Total

Source: Norland Inc. 2006

0.01
0.01
0.65

At least five workers and one manager can manage a bottled water production

operation. The workers may have different sets of skills in technical operations. If all

the workers are working 8 hours per day, labor cost based on their hourly wages and

working hours are shown in Table 8.5.

Table 8.5: Labor Cosl for Bottlrd Water Produrlion

No. Type of worker
Manager

Blow mould technician

Palletizeroperator

Quality control inspector

Raw material handler / office boy

Table 8.6: Labor Cost per Year

Salarylhour (USS)

50

35

15

15

12

No. Type ofworker
Salary/hour Working Salary/year

hourslvear 'uss
I Manager 50 2,080 104,000
2 Blow mould Technician 35 2,080 72,800

3 Palletizer Operator 15 2,080 31.200
4 Quality Control Inspector IS 2,080 31,200

5 Raw material handler / Office boy 12 2,080 24.960

Total Labor cost per year 264,160
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8.6 Transportation Cost

The shipping companies are now capable of providing economical transportation

especially with the introduction of containerization. Most of the cargos are now using

transportation system. Growth ;n international trade, particularly supply chain and

trade liberalization has greatly increased the demand for containerized transport. As

per various transportation cost scenarios discussed in detail in Chapter VII of this

study, the cost for bottled water transport are presented in the Table 8.7.

Table 8.7: Transportation Cost for Containcl1I

Typcof Maximum Containers/year
Rate/Container Cost!)"ear

Container No. or Cases (USS) (VSS)

45' High Cube
1556 214 ::1.500 963,000

Container
40' High Cube

1622 206 4,395 905.370
Container

40' Dry Freight
1501 222 4.395 975,690

Container
20' Dry Freight 1211 275 3,720 1,023,000

Container
20' Open Top

1196 279 3,720 1,037.880
Container

40' Open Top 1,435 232 4.395 1,019.640
Container
40' Reefer

1.553 215 3,720 798,455
Container

40' High Cube 1.544 216 4.395 949,320
Reefer Container

Source. Macrsk Inc., 2006
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From the Table 8.7. the most efficient and economical containers for tranSJXlfUtion

are 40' Reefer Container. This container may be selected for bottled water transport

\\ ith an annual cost of about USS 798,455.

8.7 Cost Benefit Analysis

The cost benefit analysis for the bottled water industry include the total annual cost of

production against the total expected benefits.. taking into account annual income. and

overhead cost. A summary of annual cost of bottled water production process is

presented in the Table 8.8.

Table 8.8: Summar) of Annual Cost of Production (USS)

Items

1. Depreciation

2. Interest

3. Production Cost

(a) Source Water Cost

(b) Water Withdrawal

(c) Blow Molding

(d) Rinsing, Filling and Labeling

(e) Packaging

4. Labor

5. Transportation

Total Annual Cost

Cost (USS)

166.719

93.363

4.623

42

100.000
1.564

100.000
264.160
798.455

1.528,926

Annual income from bottled water production depends on the price of each bottle of

\\ater sold in the countries of import. Based on the bottled \\ater price survey. the
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priceofa 1.5 liter of bottled "ater in the North America varies from USS 0.79 to USS

1.39.

Table 8.9 presents the analysis of final annual cost of bottled \\ater production with a

production capacity of4 million@I.S liter bottled \\ater from )car (I • 10).

Table 8.9: Cost or Annual Production Years (1.10) in million USS

Year Depreciation Interest Production Transport Labor Cost Overhead Annual
Cost Cost Cost Cost

1 0.167 0.093 0.106 0.798 0.264 0.086 1.514

2 0.167 0.093 0.106 0.798 0.264 0.086 1.S14

3 0.167 0.093 0.106 0.798 0.264 0.086 1.S14

4 0.167 0.093 0.106 0.798 0.264 0.086 1.514

5 0.167 0.093 0.106 0.798 0.264 0.086 1.514

6 0167 0.093 0.106 0.798 0.264 0.086 1.514

7 0.167 0.093 0.106 0.798 0.264 0.086 1-:-5i"4

8 0.000 0.000 0.106 0.798 0.264 0.073 1.421

9 0.000 0.000 0.106 0.798 0.264 0.073 1.421

10 0.000 0.000 0.106 0.798 0.264 0.073 1.421

The total cost of annual production components of bottled" ater industry constitutes;

production cost, depreciation cost. interest labor cost and transportation cost. The

overhead cost. which is approximately 5% of the sum of total of these costs, is also

added to calculate the anlltml cost. As it is obvious from the Table 8.9, the annual cost

of production of bottled "ater industry starts declining in the 8tk year, this is because

depreciation and interest on capital investment have been completely paid off till the

tt' year. The capital cost of each bottled water is about USS 0.19 from the 101 )ear to

the t" year and will decrease starting 811I production )ear.
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The analysis in the Table 8.10 presents annual income and profit for the bottled water

production of 4 million @1.5 liter, in years (I . 10), with an export target to the

United States and Saudi Arabia. The range of prices in this analysis is taken between

US$ 0.1 and US$ 0.5. Every price is symbolized with specific term called Pricen. The

explanation of the symbol is given as follow:

Price I US$O.l

Price 2 US$ 0.2

Price) US$ 0.3

Price 4 USlO.4

Prices USlO.5

Table 8.10: Annual Income Years (I - 10) million (USS)

Year Price 1 Price 2 Price] Price. Prices

@(lO.IIb) @(lO.2Jb) @(lO.JIb) @(lO.4Ib) @(lO.SIb)

1 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.. 2

2 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.. 2

J 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.. 2

4 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.. 2

S 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.. 2

• 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.. 2

7 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.. 2

8 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.. 2

9 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.. 2

10 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.. 2
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Table 8.11: Annual Profit from Years (I - 10) million (US$)

Year Price I Price 2 Price) Price 4 Price s

@(SO.IIb) @(SO.2Ib) @(SO.31b) @(SO.41b) @(SO.SIb)

I -1.14 -0.714 -0.314 0.086 0.486

2 -1.14 -0.714 -0.314 0.086 0.486

3 -1.14 -0.714 -0.314 0.086 0.486

4 -1.14 -0.714 -0.314 0.086 0.486

5 -1.14 -0.714 -0.314 0.086 0.486

6 -1.14 -0.714 -0.314 0.086 0.486

7 -1.14 -0.714 -0.314 0.086 0.486

8 -1.01 -0.621 -0.221 0.179 0.579

9 -1.01 -0.621 -0.221 0.179 0.579

10 -1.01 -0.621 -0.221 0.179 0.579

Table 8.11 illustrates profit and loss scenario, due to the variation in bottled water

prices. Ho.....ever, the dominant factor in the profit is tht' increJsc ill oprimum

production capacity. Table 8.11 illustrates profitability by exporting bottled water to

various destinations of the United States and Saudi Arabia, which can be realized with

a minimum price of US$0.40. The negative values in Table 8.11 presents a negative

profit or loss.

Alternatively, economizing in the transportation cost can also increase the

profitability. As discussed in Chapter VII of this report, for economical transportation

system, a special container ship with the capacity of 100 containers should be

chartered by the bottled water industl)'.
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Thus the level of production must be adequate to utilize the capacity of 100 containers

per month. If it is assumed that the most efficient containers with the cheapest cost of

transportation is 40' Reefer Container with efficient capacity of 1.553 cases or 18.641

bottles. then the production ofbouled water muSl be at least 1.864.100 bottled water

per month or 22.4 million bottled water per year in on:\er to fulfill 100 containers per

month. Table 8.12 and Figure 8.1. illusuates the relationship between level of

production and profitability during III to 1" year in the bottled water industry.

Table 8.12: Analysis of Annual Profit from Years (1 - 7) million (USS)

Annual Annual Annual Income Transportation COS! Annual Profit
Production Cost (USS) (USS) (USS)

(million (USS) Price 4 Price ~ Cost Reduction Price 4 Prices
bottles)
22.40 8.48 8.96 11.2 0.45 0.48 2.72

44.80 16.% 17.92 22.4 0.90 0.96 5.44

67.20 25.44 26.88 33.6 1.34 1.44 8.16

89.60 33.92 35.84 44.8 1.79 1.92 10.88

CosIBfnlfltAn.lysisl'lru(I-7)

No of I"rodu<:hOll I"""",, Income PrO}fn(04l Prof<ll(OS)
B<lItIes COSI (04) (OS)

Cost(USS)

Figure 8.1: Cost Benefit Anal)'sis Years (1-7)
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Table 8.13 and Figure 8.2, illustrates the relationship between level of production and

profitability during 8lh to IOtt. year in the bottled water industry.

Table 8.13: Analysis uf Annual Profit from Years (8 - to) million (USS)

Annual Annual Annual Income Transportation Cost Annual Profit
Production Cost US! US! US!)

(million (US!) Pricc4 Prices
Cost Reduction

Price 4 Price s
bottles)
22.40 8.48 8.96 11.2 0.45 1.0 3.24

44.80 16.96 17.92 22.4 0.90 2.0 6.48

67.20 25.44 26.88 33.6 1.34 3.0 9.72

89.60 33.92 35.84 44.8 1.79 4.0 12.96

Cost Benefit Analysis Year (8-10)

No of Prod~CUOII Profil(04) Prof01(05)
Botti.. Cost (0.4) (OS)

C...t(lJSS)

Figure 8.2: Cost Benefit Analysis Years (8-10)

Price 4 and Price s arc used in calculation with the assumption thaI these are the most

applicable prices for bottled water export to the United States and Saudi Arabia.
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The capital cost calculation in the Table 8.12 and Table 8.13 are based on the

production cost of each bottled water that is about USS 0.20 from the 1$1 to 7th year

and US$ 0.18 from the 8~ to 1O~ year.

Assuming, a planned production capacity of 22.4 million bouled water, profitability

due to transportation cost savings will be about half million dollar. The profitability

will increase with the increase in the bouled water production as economics of scale

hold true in the scenario discussed.

The financial analysis is presented based on the cost of production for 4 million

bottled water per year of 1.5 liter size. In other scenarios of bottled water sizes of 4

liters, 10 liters and 19 liters and optimum production capacity may increase

profitability based on detailed technological, economic and environmental parameters.

Cost of shipping and transport to export 10 various destinations may also economize

by the introduction of chartered ships, instead of cost of transport considered on

container basis. Shun1e service to various United States destinations may provide

most economical cost of transportation. Export of bottled water to Saudi Arabia by

chartered ships (Suez vessel) or by a modified VLCC vessel in the way back after

delivering crude oil to a proposed refinery by the Newfoundland and Labrador

Refining Corporation (NLRC) at Southern Head, Arnold's Cove region, Placentia

Bay, Newfoundland and Labrador. In Saudi Arabia, Jeddah may be a central port of

import and other African destinations such as Cairo, Egypt; Nairobi, Kenya and Cape

Town, South Africa may be covered, and similarly Dammam may be a central port
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which may cover Doha, Qatar; Kuwait; Basra. Iraq; Dubai, U.A.E and Muscat. Oman

by short sea shipping roUles.

Considering the cost factor and potential international markets for the bottled water

export, Canadian companies should actively explore the possibility of bottled water

export by shuttle service to the United States and by VLCC vessel to Saudi Arabia.

8.8 Environmental Cost

Environmental perspective in the water bottling industry include, waste minimization

in the production process. Waste minimization will contribute in conserving resources

as well as energy. To incorporate waste minimization strategy, a sound knowledge of

the water bottling system is essential. Ollen waste generation is part of the supply

chain and is directly related to a particulartype of packaging material and equipment.

Generally management approach for waster minimization focuses on processing

waste after it is generated, and then to recycle it for reuse. However, pollution

prevention strategy calls for reducing waste and energy, which in tum reduce cost of

production.

In the water bottling industry. an efficient manufacturing process and better quality

raw material can significantly reduce the waste during production process. The waste

minimization in water bottling industry can not only reduce environmental impacts

but also bring significant benefits such as:
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Reduced raw material cost.

Reduced cost of raw material processing, transportation and bottled water

product.

Reduced waste disposal cost for collection, transport, processing and disposal

While waste minimization require an extra investment. it mal be compensated with

the savings.

Transportation sector is a major energy user. It generates carbon monoxide. <>.:

emission and greenhouse gas emissions. Hydrocarbon fuels may also produce carbon

dioxide and greenhouse gases, which are the main cause of global climate change.

Environmental impacts of transport system may also include tramc congestion.

Environmental cost lakes into consideration economic and environmental impact

infornmtion. It may be considered as a part of accounting s)stem. "hich identifieS

measures and environmental costs associated with industrial impact of bottled water

on the environment. The environmental cost may also include, cost to cleanup,

remediation of contaminated sites, environmental fines. penalties and taxes, purchase

of pollution prevention technologies and "aste management cost. Environmental

accoonting system rna) contribute:

Elimination of environmental cost.

Improved environmental performance to provide positive impact on human

health and bottled water industry.

More accurate costing of bottled "ater product and environmental friendly

"ater bottling process.

Assisting in the development ofc:nvironmental management system.
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8.9 Discussion

In the last few decades, the demand for safe drinking water has grown considerably in

world markets. In many countries, the contamination of ground water and surface

water sources have been one of the major cause of increased reliance on the bottled

water. In the last few decade, bottled water demand for 1 liter. 1.5 liters. 4 liters and

19 liters have increased substantially and consequently bottled water markets in the

United States, Canada, Europe, United Kingdom, Mexico, South America, Middle

East, Africa and Asia have nourished manifold.

Gencrally, in most of the countrics tcchnology for water bottling is available, but

many technical collaborations for watcr treatment tcchnologies and water bottling are

continuously under discussion in the international trade shows on bottled water

industry. Canadian bottled water industry has shown strong growth. and is capable of

providing technical services to many developing countries in establishing a water

bottling industry. Canada maintains "Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP)," which

are provided by USFDA regulations, to ensure free from chemical, physical and

bacteriological contamination during the water bottling process and packaging.

Design and construction of a water bottling facility require a very high degree of

technical expertise, the sanitary maintenance of buildings and fixtures. the design and

maintenance of equipmcnts. production and the process control of raw materials and

manufacturing operations, including sanitation and quality control of receiving,

inspecting, transporting. packaging and storage to coordinate all the operations.
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Generally all the bottled waler companies have uansponation neho,ork to deliver the

bouled \'outer and export to international markets. France is the largest bottled water

exporter worldwide. Transportation of bottled \'oaler in temperature<ontrolled

containers has created nw avenues for bottled waler export throughout the world. In

general, the bulk ofbouled \'oater demand is fulfilled by domestic production in most

of the countries.
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CbapterIX

Conclusions and Recommendations

9.1 Conclusions

Globally. water scarcity and the lack of safe drinking waler has become a serious

concern for human health. Considering the availability of freshwater resources in

Canada and growing international demand for bOlt led waler, there is a good potential

to develop bottled water industry in Newfoundland and Labrador and 10 explore the

possibilities of expon to the United States and Middle East. In the light of proposed

development for Newfoundland and Labrador Refining Corporation (NLRC) refinery

al Southern Head in the Arnold's Cove region, Newfoundland and Labrador, there is a

need to conduct a detailed study for establishing bottled water industry and explore

possibilities of bottled water export to various destinations of US and Middle East.

The following conclusions arc drawn from this study:

The growth of Canadian bottled water industry can be attributed to local as

well as exports market demand for safe drinking water. The statistics on global

bottled water consumption indicates that the bottled water market in 2005 was

163,664.2 million liters, with 8.7% annual growth, and current annual growth

is projected more than 10%. In 2005, the Canadian bottled water production

was 1906.5 million liters, out of which 52.8 million liters was exported.
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The boUled water mineral statistical analyses for 371 brand shows. that all

bottled water are not safe for human consumption. Some of the bottled water

brands are deficient in containing essential minerals required for human

health. To overcome this problem, minerals can be injected in a balanced

quantity during bottled water production to improve water quality.

There are well-cstablished water treatment technologies available for water

bouling. Micro-filtration, ultra-filtration and nano-filtration are some of the

effective filtration processes. For disinfections process, ozonation and

ultraviolet (UV) technologies can be used for source water.

An integrated water bottling and export project (600 - 3000 bottles per hour

capacity), with 4 million bottles of 1.5 liter size per year, can be a feasible

project for establishing a water bottling plant at Gisbome Lake, Grand Le

Pierre, Newfoundland and Labrador. Innovative water treatment technologies

such as micro-filtration, ultra-filtration and ultraviolet (UV) radiation are some

of the effective technologies for water bottling process. Also there have been

significant innovations in clean room technologies such as automatic

inspection. rinsing, filling. mineral injection, packaging and the distribution of

bottled water.

The cost of transportation to export bottled water by shuttle service is 3 - 4

cenlS per liter and by Suez vessel it is 6.5 cents per liter for the United States.

After delivering crude oil to the proposed refinery at Southern Head, Arnold's

Cove region, Newfoundland and Labrador, a modified VLCC vessel can be

used for botlled water export to Saudi Arabia by incurring approximately 1-2

cents per Iiter transportation cost.
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The financial analysis indicates that the cost of oottlcd water production is

aoout US$ 0.45 per liter from the lSI year to the 7th year and US$ 0.35 for

production starting 8th year. With the planned production of 22.4 million

oottles per year, the profit will increase as the economies of scale hold true in

the scenario discussed.

9.2 Recommendations

Based on this study the following recommendations are made:

A detailed study should be conducted for the Gisoorne Lake watershed area,

including water balance and environmental impact assessment.

Conduct hydrological impact assessment of the regions, to determine

appropriate water bodies for water bottling mdustry.

• Study the possibility of using a modified VLCC vessclto export bottled water

containers in order to reduce the cost of transportation and achieve a

competitive edge in the world market.

• Conduct a detailed environmental cost analysis.
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The Magnesium Online Library

A list ofme most common bouled waters from around lhe world, lhe content of
calcium, magnesium and sodium varies from water to water.

Dottled Water Name Camgll Mgmgll Namgll
Ca:Mg Book
Ratio

A Sante 4 I 160 3.3 I

Abbey Well 54 36 45 I.S 2

Abita 48 1

Acqua di Nepi 72 26 32 2.8 2

Acqua Fabia 124 5 15 25.9 2

Adobe Springs 3 110 5 .0 .
Agua de Viladrau 16 2 9 7.1 2

Alhambra 10 5 5 1.9 I

Apollinaris 89 104 425 0.9 2

Aproz 454 67 8 6.8 2

Aqua Cool 45 1 3 45.0 I

Aqua-Pura 53 7 27 7.5 2

Aquamine 57 31 5 1.8 2

Arrowhead 20 5 3 4.0 1

Artesia 61 13 4.6 1

Badait 200 100 160 2.0 2

Ballygo.....an 114 16 15 7.1 2

Belmont Springs 9 1

Black Mountain 25 I 8 34.2 1

Boario 124 41 6 3.0 2

Brecon Careg 48 17 6 2.9 2

Bru 23 23 10 1.0 2

Buxton 55 19 24 2.9 2

Caddo Valley 36 3 2 10.6 I

Calistoga 7 1 150 7.0 2

Canadian Glacier 1 0 1 6.3 1
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Canadian Spring 1\ 3 2 3.8 I

Canada Geese 282 10 36 29.4 2

Carolina Mountain 6 5 I

Cax:amba 3 I

Chiltem Hills 104 I 8 74.3 2

Clairval 20 7 13 2.9 I

Claudia 104 22 56 4.7 2

Cobb Mountain 6 2 5 2.8 I

Colorado Crystal I I

Contrex 467 84 7 5.6 2

Contrexeville 546 45 12.3 I

Cristalp 115 40 20 2.9 2

Crodo Lisiel 60 2 6 35.3 2

Crodo Valle d'oro 510 51 2 10.0 2

Crystal Drinking I I 4 0.9 I

Crystal Rock 2 2 3 0.9 I

Crystal Springs I

Crystal Water 4 I

Crystal White Spr. 2 0 12 10.0 I

Deep Rock 2 0 10.0 I

Deer Park I I I 1.3 I

Diamond Pure Water 7 I 9.1 2

Diamond Water 74 3 2 24.7 I

Eden 26 18 32 1.4 2

Ephrata Diamond 27 7 10 3.7 I

Evian 78 24 5 3.3 2

Fachingen 113 62 500 1.8 2

Ferrarelle 408 23 50 17.7 2

Fiuggi 15 5 6 3.1 2

Font Vella 26 5 12 5.2 2

Fonter 35 7 1\ 4.8 2

Franken-Brunnen 198 42 52 4.8 2

Georgia Mountain 2 0 3.6 2

Gerolsteiner Sprudel 364 113 128 3.2 2
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Glenpatrick Spr. 112 15 12 7.5 2

Golden Eagle 22 37 1 0.6 2

Great Bear 1 1 3 0.8 1

Hassia Sprudel 176 36 232 4.9 2

Hayat 23 5 4 4.3 2

Hella 51 4 8 14.2 2

Henniez 111 19 9 5.8 2

Highland Spring 39 15 9 2.6 2

Ice Mountain 0 1 5 OJ 1

Jabal Akhdar 55 21 19 2.6 2

Kaiser Friedrich QueUe 5 4 1419 1.2 2

Kentucky Bubbling 80 19 1

Kentucky Spring 80 19 1

Kentwood 2 1 6 1.9 1

Krystynka 176 60 900 2.9 2

La Croix 37 22 4 1.7 1

La Vie 23 8 60 2.9 2

Lanjaron 50 12 4.2 2

Laoshan 111 70 1500 1.6 2

Levissima 18 1 1 16.7 22

Lithia Springs 120 7 680 16.4 1

Loka 4 4 139 0.9 1

Mendocino 310 130 240 2.4 2

Minere 54 27 110 2.0 2

Mount Olympus 8 2 3 3J 1

Mountain Valley 68 8 3 8.5 2

Naleczowianka 119 24 21 4.9 2

Naya 38 20 6 1.9 2

Noah's 3 110 5 .0 .
Oasis Spring 39 11 10 3.5 1

Ozarka 18 1 5 18.4 1

Panna 15 5 13 2.8 2

Passugger 286 24 46 11.9 2

Pedras Salgadas 132 9 550 15.5 2
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Penafiel 131 41 159 3.2 I

Penier 145 4 14 41.4 2

Peterstaler 216 49 215 4.4 2

Poland Spring 2 3 0.0 2

Polar 13 2 9 6.6 I

Pracastello 164 46 28 3.5 2

Pure Hawaiian I

QuibelJ 5 I

Radenska 217 97 470 2.2 2

Ramlosa 222 2

Ramona 10 5 22 2.1 I

Rippoldsauer 248 37 150 6.7 2

Rock Spring 5 2

Romerquelle 146 65 13 2.2 2

Rosbacher 256 128 40 2.0 2

Saint Yorre 30 7 1108 4.3 2

Salus Vidago 78 10 660 7.6 2

San Benedetto 43 25 8 J.7 2

San Bernardo 12 I I 20.0 2

San Narciso 53 9 1120 6.1 2

San Pellegrino 204 57 47 3.6 2

Sangemini 322 19 21 16.9 2

Santa Ynez 19 87 .2 .
Sao Lourenco Fonte 68 65 82 1.0 2
Oriente

Saratoga 64 7 9 9.7 I

Sidi Harazem 70 40 120 1.8 2

Sierra I

Snow Valley I

Sohat 31 5 4 6.0 2

Spa Reine 4 I 3 2.7 2

Sparkletts 5 5 15 1.0 I

SI. Gem 407 121 175 3.4 2

SI. Michaelis 43 4 21 11.6 2

Strathmore 60 15 46 4.0 2
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Talawanda 3 I

Talking Rain 2 2 0 1.0 I

Tanuf 52 20 21 2.6 2

Thorspring 6 I 8 12.4 2

Tipperary 37 23 25 1.6 2

Uberkinger 26 17 1180 1.5 2

Utopia 76 17 8 4.5 I

Valser Sl.Petersquelle 436 54 II 8.1 2

Valvert 68 2 2 33.8 2

Vera 34 13 2 2.6 2

Vichy Catalan 33 8 1133 4.2 2

Vichy Celestins 100 9 1200 11.1 2

Vichy Novelle 70 110 I 0.6 2

Vichy Original 100 110 220 0.9 2

Vichy Springs 157 48 1095 3.3 I

Villa del Sur 25 15 154 1.7 2

Vittel Bonne 91 20 7 4.6 2

Vitte! Grande 202 36 3 5.6 2

Vinel Hepar 575 118 13 4.9 2

Volvic 10 6 9 1.6 2

Voslauer 57 37 5 1.5 2

Zephyrhills 52 7 4 7.0 I

Source Book I: The Pocket Guide to Bottled Water, Arthur von Wiesenberger,
1991.
Source Book 2: The Good Water Guide, Maureen and Timothy Green, 1994.
• Lab report.

hup:l/www.mgwater.com!waters.shtml
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Survey of BoUled Water Prices

Col



Source: hup:llwww.bottledwaterweb.comlpricescan.jsp
Retrieved on Feb 2, 2007
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Capacity Oceanex:

Capacity of One Container:

Total Capacity of Ship:

Bottled Water Production:

Bottled Water

1004 TEU or 500 FEU

25000 kg (payload) or 25000 L

500 x 25,000 ~ 12,500,000 =12.5 million L

= 12.5 million bonles

Per hour =22,500

12 hours/day ~ 12 x 22,500 ~ 270,000 - 250.000 Boules of 1.0 L

25 day production = 25 x 250,000 = 6,250,000 million bottles

2 months production = 12,500,000 million bottles

Therefore shipping once in two month at this production capacity = 12,500,000 million

Approximate cost of production/purchase

Approximate cost of transport

Profit ofexporter

Total cost to Importer

~ $ 0.40 per L

~ $ 0.05 per L

~$ 0.05 per L

= $ 0.50 per liter (SR 1.5)

Cost of 4.0 L is the most economical to purchase after 18.9 L.

This may further add profit to the exporter.

Total profit per ship load @SO.05
Profit per month

- 12.5 x 0.05 - $ 625,000 /2 months
-$ 300,000
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